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Preface

 

Melville’s Ishmael saw magic in the water. That sailor, a cetologist
and hunter, said that the image we see in all rivers and oceans is the
image of the ungraspable phantom of life, and that this image is the
key to understanding our very existence. The unsounded ocean itself
is life; “all deep, earnest thinking is but the intrepid effort of the soul
to keep the open independence of her sea.”

 

1

 

 A true sailor expatriates
himself to nationalize with the universe. Water and meditation are
wedded forever; in landlessness alone resides the highest truth.
Shoreless, the sea is as indefinite as the concept of a god. Exiled in
this ocean, I lost the miserable warping memories of traditions and of
towns. The sailor of the wind-driven ship was many things: ruffian,
Jack Tar, expendable article, able seaman, exploited worker, but he
was also the epitome of masculinity. The sailor, detached from the
ignoble land, voyaging on the infinite sea, was the most worthy of
men: a seeker of truth.

W.H. Auden’s book 

 

The Enchafed Flood, 

 

sets out the elements of
the Romantic attitude to the sea that Melville’s writings typified. It
seems to me that every man of sensibility and honor desires to leave
the trivial land to go voyaging (now outer-space is the metaphoric
sea), which is the true condition of man. And the sea is the place
where “the decisive events, the moments of eternal choice, of tempta-
tion, fall, and redemption occurs.

Yet from a mundane point of view, we still know that the ocean is
important: cargoes must be shipped over it, soldiers transported over
it, fish caught in it, and its overarching role in creating and changing
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the earth’s weather and climate is recognized. But the Romantic view
of the sea and sailors has dissipated; it’s not a vital part of our con-
sciousness anymore. With a few exceptions, the sea has lost its power
to create images, metaphors, and stories. People no longer think of
the sea as a place to go to find the truth or as something that can save
the spark of divinity within everyone.

It is my belief that we began to lose the sea’s romanticism with the
onset of the Industrial Revolution, that the fault is in the intrusion of
the technology of diesel and steam at sea. There’s an essential, per-
haps irreconcilable contradiction between Auden’s summary—the
field of action for the “typical Romantic Marine Hero”—and the
motor-ship. The oily, smoky, ingenuity of powered, brute-force, triple-
expansion engines, turbines, and internal combustion—which are
constructs of complex mechanical movements endlessly repeated—
took the place of human muscle, cunning, and resourcefulness. There
is no opportunity on the bridge or in the engine room of a motor-ship
to hear the voice of the sea that seems “to speak of some hidden spirit
beneath.”

We’ve become detached from the sea. We don’t need to travel on it
anymore. We can, but it’s not necessary. Ports, cities at the edge of the
sea, have lost their maritime connections. Who now writes about any
city as Melville once wrote of New York? “Your insular city of the
Manhatoes, belted round by wharves as Indian isles by coral reefs—
commerce surrounds it with her surf,” he said. “Right and left, the
streets take you water-ward.” There are no more docklands or sailor
towns. There are no more seamen under sail.

In those saltier, more romantic days of not-so-long-ago, in order to
get his ship from port to port, the sailor truth-seeker, or even the
mere, unadorned able-bodied seaman, needed the established mascu-
line qualities: fatalism; stoicism; physical courage; acceptance of a
strict, cruel hierarchy; using anger as an enabling response to fear;
and living in self-regulated domesticity. The corollary is that when the
square-rigger (or fore-and-aft rigger) seaman who sailed them disap-
peared, so did a reservoir of traditional masculinity. These values
began to seem more and more antique, unnecessary, even unhealthy
and harmful. Because the sea is preeminently the realm of men, it
came to seem even less necessary and even more remote as well.
When we lost the glorious ships driven by wind, and their salty men-
of-the-sea, we began to forfeit the sea itself.
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I doubt if there could be a greater change in a boy’s life than being
taken from his comfortable home at sixteen years of age and launched
into the stormy elements of a ship boy’s (midshipman’s) berth. Only a
generation or so before I sailed, it was the tradition (especially
English) that the proper age for a boy to commence a sea life was

 

thirteen

 

! This was the extreme verge of propriety with the old school.
At that tender age, to be suddenly freed from the restraint of parent
and school, a boy often sees this circumstance as an opportunity to
start his manhood at once, substituting as his roll models the old tars
of the fo’c’sle for parent and teacher.

Thus, my education as a boy at sea, as relates to the practical part
of it, and to my bent and disposition in adult life, was necessarily
formed and molded on board a ship. Of what, you may inquire, does
my education consist; what is the picture, seen from my fo’c’sle berth,
that will mold my life aboard? In nine cases out of ten—or more—I
see dissipation and prodigality manifested in all its forms. 

On deck I meet a first mate of the old school, who treats men like
dogs. The officers of the deck have the mind-set of worst hard-case
felons; even an experienced two-bit whore would find their use of the
language loathsome. Aboard the chief work motivator was fear. But it
was an environment in which I learned the crafts of a sailor, and too, I
learned to drink a half a pint of Demerara rum in one sitting, and
carry on “a blackguarding match” with any of my mess mates, and to
spin as first rate a yarn as the toughest salts. 

I, being of a later tradition, had the advantage of a few years more
maturity than those who had gone to sea only a generation or two ear-
lier. And too, most importantly, I had enjoyed the advantage of obtain-
ing a little polish from my association with the society of females at
home.

Life aboard the vigilant might be described as a hairshirt life of
distant offshore voyages in an undermanned, overpressed tall ship
fighting for commercial survival against steamships. 

 

§ § § § § §

 

My sailing adventures on the North Pacific can be seen as a meta-
phor of consequences: i.e. the consequences resulting from a young
man, who, when offered the knowledge of good and evil, succumbed
to the temptation and tasted of the apple. The sea can be seen, as in
Shakespeare’s later plays (e.g. 

 

Pericles, The Winter’s Tale, The Tem-
pest

 

), as a place of purgatorial suffering for misdeeds, where one
must endure hard work, deprivation, and separation because of yield-
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ing to the temptation of concupiscence given to the Homo sapiens by
evolution. When the social circumstance is ideal, the image is the bib-
lical one of living in a garden. The sea then is the antithesis of this
concept; the sea is a pre-Edenic image of primordial undifferentiated
flux. The image of the sea is (and it is a Darwinianly correct image)
that of a state of vagueness and disorder out of which man has
emerged.

In referencing this book the classical authors would have agreed
with Marianne Moore when she said; “It is human nature to stand in
the middle of a thing; but you cannot stand in the middle of this.” My
voyages were therefore a necessary evil, a crossing—both literally
and figuratively—of that which separates or estranges. Neither Odys-
seus nor Jason went to sea for the sake of the voyage; the former was
trying to get home and, if it were not for the enmity of Poseidon, the
father of the monster Cyclops, he would soon have achieved that
which he most desired; the latter was trying to capture the golden
fleece, which was in a distant country, to bring it back to his own. If
no voyage were necessary to accomplish these goals, they would have
been much relieved.

In the Anglo-Saxon poems 

 

The Wanderer

 

 and 

 

The Seafarer

 

, the
mariner is to be pitied rather than admired, for he …

 

Heart weary
Over ocean streams must for long
Stir with hands frost-cold sea
Rove paths of exile.
No protecting kinsman
Can bring comfort to the soul in loneliness.
Full little he thinks who has life’s joy
And dwells in cities and has few disasters,
Proud and wine-flushed, how I, weary often,
Must bide my time on the brimming stream.

—Anon.

 

The sea is no place to be if you can help it, and to try to cross it
betrays a rashness bordering on hubris, at which a man’s friends
should be properly concerned.

There is a famous passage in the 26

 

th

 

 canto of Dante’s 

 

Inferno

 

,
which is interesting not only for its beauty, but because the legend of
Ulysses’ last voyage appears to be Dante’s own invention. Ulysses is
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in Hell for having been an Evil Counselor. Dante begins rather myste-
riously:

“I sorrowed then, and sorrow now again when I direct my memory
to what I saw; and curb my genius more than I am wont lest it run
where virtue guides it not.”

Ulysses in describing his end says, “Neither fondness for my son
nor reverence for neither my aged father, nor the due love that should
have cheered Penelope could conquer in me the ardor that I had to
gain experience of the world, of human vice and worth.” To his fellow
mariners he had argued, “Consider your origin: ye were not formed to
live like brutes but to follow virtue and knowledge.”

Ulysses behaves like the typical Romantic Marine Hero, which in
Tennyson’s version of the same story he, indeed, becomes, but to
Dante, clearly, his action shows essentially the original sin of Adam,
and in his speech to his fellows he is once more, as earlier at Troy, the
Evil Counselor whose words echo the words of the Serpent to Eve.
Perhaps, too, Dante’s opening remarks indicate that the same tempta-
tion to the concupiscence of curiosity was his own.

The handling of the symbols of sea and storm by Shakespeare
provides us with a bridge between what, of convenience, one may
call the classic attitude and the romantic. In most of Shakespeare’s
plays there are two antithetical symbolic clusters. On the one hand
tempests, rough beasts, comets, diseases, malice, domestic and
private vice; that is, the world of conflict and disorder. On the
other hand music, flowers, birds, precious stones, and marriage,
the world of reconciliation and order. In his earlier plays the
stormy sea is more purely negative, a reflection of human conflict
or the fatal mischance, which provides evil with its opportunity
(e.g. 

 

Othello

 

). In his last plays, 

 

Pericles, The Winter’s Tale, 

 

and 

 

The
Tempest

 

, however, not only do the sea and the sea voyage play a
much more important role, but also a different one. The sea
becomes the place of purgatorial suffering: through separation and
apparent loss, the characters disordered by passion are brought to
their senses and the world of music and marriage is made possible.
There is, however, one extremely important difference in the rela-
tion of the actors to the sea from that which our period exhibits;
namely, that the putting to sea, the wandering is never 

 

voluntarily

 

entered upon as a pleasure. It is a pain that must be accepted as
cure. Thus, in 

 

The Winter’s Tale

 

 the good old counselor Camillo
advises the young lovers Florizel and Perdita to enlist the help of
Leontes rather than to elope.
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 A course more promising
Than a wild dedication of yourselves
To unpath’d waters, undream’d shores, most certain
To miseries enough: no hope to help you,
But as you shake off one to take another;
Nothing so certain as your anchors, who
Do their best office, if they can but stay you
Where you’ll be loath to be.

—The Winter’s Tale, 

 

iv 4

 

The distinctive new notes in the Romantic attitude are as follows.

1. To leave the land and the city is the desire of every man of sensi-
bility and honor.

2. The sea is the real situation and the voyage is the true condition
of man.

3. The sea is where the decisive events, the moments of eternal
choice, of temptation, fall, and redemption occur. The shore life is
always trivial.

4. An abiding destination is unknown, even if it may exist: a lasting
relationship is neither possible nor even to be desired.

“The port we sail from is far astern and, though far out of sight of
land, for ages and ages we continue to sail with sealed orders and our
last destination remains a secret to ourselves and our officers. And yet
our final haven was predestined ere we stepped from the stocks of cre-
ation. Let us not give ear to the superstitious gun-deck gossip about
whither we may be gliding for, as yet, not a soul on board of us
knows—not even the commodore himself—assuredly not the chap-
lain—even our professors’ scientific surmisings are vain. On that
point, the smallest cabin boy is as wise as the captain” 

(White Jacket, Herman Melville 1892).
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To understand the story’s conception of the relation between objec-
tive and subjective experience is to understand the romantic use of
symbols. For example:

1. The Crew … They are involved in each other’s actions and char-
acters. So every world is a world of social relations.

2. The Ship as symbol … If thought of as isolated in the midst of the
ocean, a ship can stand for mankind and human society moving
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through time and struggling with its destiny. If thought of as leav-
ing the land for the ocean, it stands for a particular kind of man
and society as contrasted with the average land dwelling kind.

3. The Ship as mankind … The more society becomes differentiated
through division of labor, the more it becomes atomized through
urbanization and through greater ease of communication, the
harder it becomes to find a satisfactory solution:

a. The people on board show every variety of character as indi-
viduals and every age of man from fifteen to seventy.

b. There are a number of social grades: Captain—Mates—Sea-
man—Boy, so that the role of authority in human society and
of its dialectical relation to character is portrayed.

c. The ship has a function to perform, to carry cargo, and each
member of the crew has his specialized function. The carpenter
must carpenter, the bo’sun must flog, the captain must navigate,
etc., which allow the exhibition of all the relations between
functions, given or chosen, and the character which willingly
or unwillingly performs it.

d. Life on a ship exhibits the distinction and relation between
society, i.e. human beings associated for an end, and commu-
nity, as well as human beings associated by the tie of a com-
mon love or interest. Thus, on the 

 

Vigilant

 

 there are a number
of antagonistic communities within the common society, for
instance, the officers versus the common seamen, the rulers
whose orders cannot be questioned and the ruled.

 

§ § § § § §

 

The narrator of this story should not be thought a Don Quixote, or
a Religious Hero, but only an Ishmael, the explorer of possibility. He
is a person who realizes that he will be asked at the next cross-roads
to prove whether or no he has become his actual self. There is much in
the sound of the phrase, “to cross the Pacific in a windjammer,” but
where does that navigation lead? It leads only through numberless
perils to the very point from where we started, to where those that we
left behind secure were all the time before us.
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The Vigilant

A five masted American cargo schooner, 262 ft. waterline, 48 ft. beam, 23.5 ft. draft, 
2,100 tons gross
Built by the George F. Matthews Shipyard in Hoquiam, Washington
Launched December 20, 1919    
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1

 

Introduction

 

No man will be a sailor who has contrivance enough to get
him into jail: for being in a ship is being in a jail, with the
chance of being drowned … a man in jail has more room,
better food and commonly better company … when a man

comes to like a sea life, they are not fit to live on land.

 

—Dr. Samuel Johnson

“Forever and forever,” Melville wrote, “to the crack of doom, the
sea will insult and murder him, and pulverize the stateliest, stiffest
frigate he can make; nevertheless, by the continual repetition of these
very impressions, man has lost that sense of the full awfulness of the
sea which aboriginally belongs to it.”

This book is interested in reclaiming an appreciation of this ancient
and enduring awe—an awe that was once an essential part of the
American experience. The book attempts to plumb the sea’s depths
for insights into the dark, often disturbed, working of that human
imagination. This story recognizes that the sea is ultimately a terrify-
ing destroyer, but it also acknowledges that the sea elicits a kind of
almost religious sense of ecstasy and wonder. I look back at this ear-
lier, more glorious era from an unvarnished perspective of the bore-
dom and brutality of shipboard life. 

I recognize that Homer’s 

 

The Odyssey

 

 and any subsequent histori-
cal or literary “sea voyage” narratives are often nearly identical in
structure and substance. And furthermore, there is often no clear
demarcation between fact and fiction, no distinct difference between
experience and imagination. Although my memory may not be quite
perfect, I will try in this writing to avoid the characteristic tendency of
sailors to exaggerate. This book’s anecdotes are not atypical, nor are
its descriptions of suffering and accomplishment contrary to the sail-
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ing norm of that era. The officers and crewmen are representative
North Pacific seamen of that time. This book is the memoir of a
young man who, in the very late autumn of the era of merchant sail,
was a sailor on a wind-ship that was the quintessential product of the
evolution of merchant sail.

This book is an account of a young apprentice learning the ropes
(literally, not metaphorically), standing his watches, following orders,
enduring cold, exhaustion, danger, and humiliation, in the process of
becoming a sailor. It is the story of a young man learning the lessons
the sea has to teach, which is to say that he finds out the sort of man
he is, and finds that he is capable of doing things that, even after hav-
ing done them, seemed too difficult, too unimaginably dangerous to
manage. And though at that time he was only marginally aware of it,
this part of his life was freighted with the meanings and burdens of
that era, a time when wood and wind and canvass gave way to iron
and coal and the screw propeller.
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Day after day, week after week, summer and winter, wind-ship sail-
ors endured the battering of random winds, deluges of cold (most
often icy), and always bitingly pungent sea-water. They went aloft on
tarred (often icy) ratlines and footropes, up masts that at times swung
to and fro through ninety degrees of arc, to grapple with homicidal
sails, with the specter of death only a small mistake away. They
worked in leaky oilskins, and when off watch to go below to a mal-
odorous, ill lit, unheated fo’c’sle. And this was a life endured, even
embraced, by men whose diet, even in the early twentieth century,
threatened them with that antique bane scurvy.

Most of the polyglot crew of sailors who worked this beautiful
widow-making ship in the dying days of merchant sail were men of
“the Cape Horn breed.” The description was apt. Their work was so
dangerous that the level of a sailor’s discomfort was elevated to that
of true suffering. I am reminded of Conrad’s metaphor: “… there are
those voyages that seem order-ed for the illustration of life that might
stand for a symbol of existence.”
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The common purpose of a merchant sea voyage, whether under
sail or steam, is to reach a destination with both cargo and crew intact.
But the difference between sail and steam is that a steamer’s passage
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is homogeneous and predictable; it merely slogs along, the primary
concern being the care and feeding of its boiler. A sea voyage under
sail was very different; with sail the primary concern was the arbi-
trariness of nature.

Each voyage under sail was unique. From the moment the ship
weighed anchor, or unmoored, or dropped its tow—that is, from the
time it began to move under the force of wind—chance became a
potent factor in the nautical venture. There were no satellites to fore-
tell the shape of things to come, of the disposition, or of the severity
and duration of the inevitable struggle ahead. Nor was it possible to
even predict, from moment to moment, what claim, burden, or chal-
lenge the wind and waves would bring to the ship and its crew. In
heavy seas the speed and skill with which each seaman hauled or
furled, or turned the wheel in response to the exigency of the circum-
stance, expressed that seaman’s mastery of his vocation, and too, his
obstinacy was a measure of his determination to survive the endless
chaos of the sea. The skills and strength of crew and the judgment of
the master were subject to challenge at any time by the element of
chance and should the response be defective or imperfectly per-
formed, they faced the distinct possibility, if not the probability of
failure, ruin, and even death. 

Each sailing ship’s voyage was an adventure, an adventure whose
success was contingent on the sea-cunning of cold, wet, hungry men,
not by the strength of machinery. The archetypical adventure of such
a sea voyage is Homer’s 

 

Odyssey

 

, and its lineaments of knowledge-
seeking and adventure have been reproduced in every deep-sea pas-
sage under sail. Homer often describes Odysseus himself as cunning.
He had to be clever to cope with his trials on land, but he needed that
special sailor’s salty cunning to outwit and endure the hazards of the
sea. On passages under sail, it’s always the mettle, the sand in the men
that counts; it’s what they do, what they have in them, and what the
sea experience has taught them that counts.

 

§ § § § § §

 

For clarification let me state categorically that the old-time wind-
ship Cape Horn sailor was a different breed of man, a decidedly dif-
ferent species of Homo sapiens than the steam-ship sailor. The fol-
lowing is a profile by Ned Ward in his 1744 book 

 

Wooden World
Dissected

 

; it could have been written in 1920 and been just as true.
“The old-time sailor, again, was essentially a creature of contradic-

tions. Notorious for a ‘swearing rogue,’ who punctuated his strange
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sea-lingo with horrid oaths and appalling blasphemies, when ashore
he made the responses required by the services of his Church with all
the superstitious awe and piety of a landsman. Inconspicuous for his
thrift or ‘forehandedness,’

 

2

 

 it was never-the less common circum-
stance with him to have some money hid away, and though he was as
poor as a church mouse, yet the moment he stepped ashore he made it
fly by the handful and squandered it, as the saying went, like an ass.
When he was sober, which was seldom enough provided he could
obtain a drink he possessed scarcely a rag to his back; but when he
was drunk he was himself the first to acknowledge that he had ‘too
many cloths in the wind.’ According to his own showing, his wishes
in life were limited to three: ‘An island of tobacco, a river of rum,
and—more rum;’ but according to those who knew him better than he
knew himself, he would at any time sacrifice all three, together with
everything else he possessed, for the gratification of time sacrifice all
three, together with everything else he possessed, for the gratification
of a fourth and unconfused desire, the dearest wish of his life,
woman. He is a salt-water vagabond, who is never at home but when
he is at sea, and never contented but when he is ashore; never at ease
until he has drawn his pay, and never satisfied until he has spent it;
and when his pocket is empty he is just as much respected as a father-
in-law is when he has beggared himself to give a good portion with
his daughter.’ With all this he is brave beyond belief on the deck of a
ship, timid to the point of cowardice on the back of a horse.”

 

§ § § § § §

 

To comment on the communal quality of the ship’s crew is to
examine the complexity of the ship’s company. Far from being a sim-
ple mass of “common men” ruled by a small group of officers, it was
a little, but complex society divided in many ways; by age, by skill, by
profession, by ethnic and social origin, and by the official use of the
terms of “rank.” These different categories, that is to say, the divisions

 

2.

 

Forehandedness:

 

 the quality of being ‘forehanded:’ in 1840 R.H. Dana wrote in

 

Before the Mast (1854), on page 262, 

 

“Regular habits, forehandedness (if I may use
the word) in worldly affairs. In 1897 A.T. Mahan wrote in 

 

Life of Nelson II

 

, on page
277, “The incident shows at once the forehandedness of Nelson. In 1905 in the 

 

Spring-
field (Mass.) Weekly Republic

 

 on 8

 

th

 

 
of December, “The attempt to persuade people

to do their Christmas shopping early appears to be making headway. Such forehand-
edness is in the interest of the buyers. In 1937 in the 

 

Times Lit. Suppl. 

 

on February
13

 

th

 

, “His [sc. Ezra Pound’s] forehandedness makes this new volume particularly ex-
cotomg.”
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were narrow and movement (up as well as down in rank) was almost
static. Many of the officers, perhaps most officers, were of lower
socioeconomic origin, and most had little or no academic education.
Rank was achieved through native ability, luck, and intestinal forti-
tude.

In the early part of the 20

 

th

 

 century putting together a wind-ship’s
company presented ever more difficult problems for the owners of the
ship. The reality was that life in merchant sailing ships was appalling,
and the problem was not primarily pay, although pay was exception-
ally poor. It was also that life aboard ship was brutally hard and very,
very dangerous. Another problem was that the supply of professional,
deep-seamen, and above all topmen,

 

3

 

 was quite insufficient. Their
skills took years to acquire, and the topman’s particular combination
of skill and agility could only be mastered by those who had begun
when they were still boys. There was no way unskilled landsmen
could be hastily trained to become seamen. Landsmen could be, and
were recruited and trained for the relatively unskilled work of pulling
and hauling on deck, but it was not possible to mass-produce young
topmen.

 

§ § § § § §

 

To give the reader a sampling of the individuality and uniqueness
of the Vigilant’s crew I give as an example “Bedbug Brumby.” Bed-
bug quoted the bible quite often, but not as most would quote it in
their garbled way to serve as a rational for some irrational, misbegot-
ten opinion or action. This man, Bedbug Brumby, whom I would cat-
egorize as a thug, an uneducated, unread, irreligious, almost illiterate
bucko, would quote verbatim, in King James English, long passages
of scripture. And his recitations were in poetic meter. But the odd and
surprising thing about Bedbug’s quotes was that, unlike most of the
odious ilk who cite the bible and who have short bits of favorite pas-
sages that they have misread and then iterate and reiterate endlessly,
Bedbug did not reiterate. As the days and weeks passed, he did not
repeat himself; it was as if he had committed that entire sacred and
tedious holy tome to memory. I was not only impressed, I was not
only incredulous, I was 

 

astonished

 

. I worried that Bedbug might

 

3.

 

Topmen:

 

 those members of the crew of a sailing ship whose duty was to handle
the sails and spars on the topmast (the second section of a mast made up of more than
on section). Although the most difficult and dangerous job, it provided the greatest
prestige, and the topmen were considered the elite of the crew.
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momentarily throw me on my beam-ends by erupting with a passage
or an entire sonnet from Shakespeare. But his erudition was limited
strictly to the bible, and his verbatim erudition in that area … well, it
was simply prodigious.

And another wonderful anomaly about the degenerate miscreant
(Bedbug) was that he did not proselytize, preach, argue, theorize,
interpret, or otherwise discuss theology. In spite of his thuggish ways,
for this characteristic alone, I almost began to admire the animal. It
was at this point that I recognized a further anomaly, unlike most
quoters of “The Book,” his citations were in sequence, that is, ini-
tially, while still in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, I was startled by cita-
tions from Genesis, then later out in the Pacific, having lost sight of
both Cape Flattery and Vancouver Island, in fact having lost sight of
the continent of North America, I heard verses from Exodus, and as
our voyage progressed, from Leviticus, then Numbers and so on. In
spite of his nauseous body odor, his otherwise disgusting conversa-
tion, and his even more lamentable habit of discharging copious
amounts of yellowish-green viscous snot from his nose on his cloth-
ing and on deck, just being in his presence was a biblical education.

Then came the denouement. One day well into the voyage and
while conversing with another worthy of the Crew (Cockroach Pete),
I expressed my wonderment and admiration of Bedbug’s biblical eru-
dition. Cockroach explained, “Jesus Christ, 

 

Snot

 

,

 

4

 

 that ain’t no bloody
scholarship.” Cockroach further explained, that someone from Seat-
tle’s Bible Society gave Bedbug a copy of the bible before the ship
sailed. The gook’s flimsy paper was just the right weight for rolling
Bull Durham

 

5

 

 cigarettes, and Bedbug used it for that purpose
throughout the voyage rather than use the paper attached to the Bull
Durham bag. But first, before he would cut cigarette paper from the
bible’s page, he would read the page; he would in fact study the page,

 

4.

 

Snot:

 

 an honorary title for a ship’s boy. I believe its etymology is derived from the
Proto-Germanic root 

 

snuttan

 

, akin to Ger. Dial. 

 

schnutz

 

, then to the Old English word

 

gesnot

 

.
5.

 

Bull Durham:

 

 Both Union and Confederate armies regularly traded tobacco for
coffee and other goods throughout the civil War, also without much preference for
brand. The Bull Durham brand, though, grew out of an incident in Durham, North
Carolina that occurred at the close of the war. Soldiers from both sides raided a farm-
er’s tobacco crop as they waited for a surrender to be completed. After returning home,
these same soldiers wrote back asking for more of this tobacco. The farmer, Mr. John
Green, happily obliged; the tobacco was named Bull Durham in 1868 and later be-
came the largest selling tobacco brand in the world.
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committing to memory its prose and poetry. In this way he would, in
an osmosis-like process, absorb into his pre-Neanderthal brain the
holy writ. Bedbug believed that by breathing in the smoke of the
words printed on the paper with the smoke of the tobacco, he was
physically as well as intellectually ingesting the Holy Writ.

I couldn’t help but think that, in some ways, Bedbug and I shared
the same metaphorical berth, in that we both gained knowledge from
an osmosis process. Just before sailing my father gave me a ditty bag

 

6

 

that he had sewn himself. The stitches were small, precise, evenly
spaced—the work of a man who believed that each job, however
insignificant, had to be done right, meticulously right. My father
assumed that any shoddiness or carelessness would begin the irrevers-
ible slide into disaster. So the bag was strong, over-built for its pur-
pose; it had redundancy written all over it. I could have carried a bar
of gold bullion in the bag, and it would still have held together. It was
an off-shore, deep-sea bag that demonstrated that my dad had learned
the hard lesson that, at sea, there was no margin for error.

 

§ § § § § §

 

As a ship’s boy submitting my self to the authority of the Vigilant’s
officers, I had to make some profound adjustments in my thinking I
was moving from the leisurely freedom of my home ashore into the
murderous, hard-labor regime of deep-water sailing. My initial expe-
rience of that authority was auditory; it was the voice of the mate.
When I first came aboard, I heard him before I saw him. His voice
was so powerful, raspy, and commanding that I thought he must be
shouting through a megaphone. His voice sounded like what I might
imagine the voice of God must sound like, much like a god in a very
bad mood. It was a voice that had the tone I imagine Jehovah would
use when chastising his chosen people, recidivist Israelite sinners
who had fallen from grace. But the mate’s vocabulary put an end to
that illusion. He encouraged some members of the crew saying, “Your
fuckin’ dogs … pick up the goddamn pace … or I’ll gut you sons-a-
bitches … I’ll send your stinkin’ organs home to your mammies in a
sack. You bastards, I’ll knock down the next ape that answers … you
goddammed slackers …”

 

6.

 

Ditty Bag

 

 is a small bag in which a sailor keeps small tools and equipment, also
small personal articles. The word’s origin is not certain, it may have been from Hindi
for a type of cloth, or from 

 

dittis

 

, a kind of tobacco, or it could go back to the Anglo-
Saxon—

 

dite, tidy.
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It was at once evident to me that I was indeed listening to the voice
of one species of God. I had heard about “bucko”7 mates on sailing
ships, and of their violent discipline. They beat men, sometimes even
killed them, and none (that I’d heard of) had ever been brought to
account. In one of the favorite shanties seamen sang as they worked,
“cruel and hard treatment of every degree” had been handed out by
Yankee officers, but the officers with the worst reputation for harsh-
ness, the most savage officers, were those who sailed the Pacific, in
particular the North Pacific.

The mate appeared at the top of the poop ladder still shouting and I
was surprised to see that there was no megaphone; so dominant a
force was the mates voice, my mind was so overwhelmed by the force
of the amplification that my mind didn’t register his appearance at all.
It was illogical, but I just stood and listened to the sound billowing in
noisy gusts from the lungs of the Vigilant’s first mate. I shouldn’t have
been surprised. Vocal power was almost a necessity for officers on
sailing ships; it was a job requirement. A man needed at least the sort
of voice one often hears rising above the general din of a large
crowd—at sports events or during riots—a voice with a distinctive
timber, perhaps, but above all, more shrill or more raucous than the
rest. A ship’s mate had to be able to make himself heard over the
shriek and roar of gale-force wind and sea. He had to make his orders
known top small groups of struggling men a hundred feet up in the
air—to direct them, to threaten them, to calm and comfort them with
the familiarity of his ferocity, by out-hollering the wind that threat-
ened at any moment to undo crew and ship.

Then the mate saw me; what he saw was a boy in a tweed suit, shod
with shiny leather shoes and with a very well made sea chest in tow.
What I saw was a short, thick, bull-necked man with bloodshot blue
eyes, salt-stiffened sandy hair over a head with a hard burnished face
that looked as if it had been cleaned by gale-driven winds. He was
dressed in dungarees and vest, and wore an expression of vindictive
rage and his body had adopted a posture that signified imminent
assault.

However, no assault came. Instead he demanded, “New hand?”
I was still dazed by the voice, both by its volume and its ferocity. I

was too confused come up with an immediate answer.

7. Bucko Mate was an officer that drove his crew by brutality, making their lives
aboard ship a living hell.
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“He’s the new snot,” the bos’n8 answered (fortunately for me). The
bos’n was also a muscular man with a broken nosed face that was
almost as savage as the mate’s.

“Take this snot to the fo’c’sle and get him out of that god-damned
suit,” he said to the bos’n. “Then when you’ve changed, in a shake,
back on deck …” He glared at me, and the glare was apparently the
mate’s permanent expression. “Lay aloft to the mainmast truck. Enjoy
the fuckin’ view, and then lay back down to the deck and do some
work.”

The bos’n took one end of my sea chest and I the other and we
lugged it forward to the fo’c’sle9 companionway hatch. The fo’c’sle
had the brutal look of a place of institutional punishment. Although
the fo’c’sle was populated by nominally free citizens of the United
States and by some free citizens of European countries, the fo’c’sle
seemed contra to the concept of freedom, rather it had the aspect of a
place of hard confinement, giving scant comfort to its inhabitants. 

§ § § § § §

On a day’s sailing when the Vigilant was close-hauled,10 in a force
eight wind (gale) on the Beaufort scale, the hull twisted and groaned
as it pitched and rolled. And the wind whistled and screamed as it
punished the vessel’s five masts with their dense network of standing
and running rigging. We aboard must be content with every slow,
stubborn, grudging inch of westing we can make. Typically, after my
watch on deck, I would go below and like other of my watch, turn in
“all standing”—that is, still wearing my soaked oilskins and sea

8. Boatswain: (pronounced Bo’sun) the leading petty officer of a merchant ship who
has charge of all the sails, rigging, anchors, and other gear. He also acts as the inter-
mediary between the executive officer or the deck officer and the men. It is a very old
word, one of the few that originated in English, the swain part meant attendant or as-
sistant, and comes from the Old English, swan, of the same sense. 
9. Forecastle: (pronounced fo’c’sle) the space in sailing ships at the front of the ves-
sel, below the short front deck. The name comes from the fact that in early warships a
tower or castle was built at the front and back of the ship from which archers attacked
would-be boarders. The castle in the front was known as the forecastle in distinction
to the castle in the back—the stern castle. Since the forecastle was for many years the
area where the crew had their living quarters. The word forecastle is also synonymous
with the crew’s quarters. 
10. Close-hauled: the condition of a sailing vessel which is traveling as directly into
the wind as the design of the vessel will allow. With square-rigged ships this was
something more than 45˚ away from the direction of the wind; with fore-and-aft rigged
vessels this is something less than 45˚.
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boots. We slept like dead men in wet berths. Our body heat under
blankets would dry out one’s clothes a little; a light steam-like mist
might rise off a sleeping man’s berth. To an uninitiated, superstitious
landlubber11 it might appear that a soul was leaving the body lying in
the berth. Seas boarding the foredeck would sometimes send spurts
through the companionway hatch;12 often boarding water would slosh
from one side of the hatch to the other as the ship rolled. But we slept
through both squirting water and the deafening clamor of the gale.

Only one thing could drag a ship’s boy out of his near coma, and
that was the Mate’s whistle.13 That instrument was always a rude
aggravation to the eardrum, always a strident shriek above the wind’s
racket, and too, in addition to the whistle’s shriek the mate had the
propensity to hammer on the fo’c’sle hatch with his fist.

Then would come the hoarse roar: “All hands on deck.”
No matter in what state of exhaustion, the brain became condi-

tioned to recognize these words shouted by the mate as an irresistible,
irrevocable stimulus. Almost before awakening, men of the watch
would roll out of their bunks and onto the fo’c’sle sole. Bodies would
collide with other shapes in the cold blackness, then up the ladder to
reel out onto the deck to receive the familiar wallop, the stinging, icy,
salt-spray slap in the face delivered by the wind.

Before going aloft we hardly had time to secure oilskins with soul
and body lashings—light lines around the wrists, ankles, and

11. Landlubber: (opposite of a sailor) From the Old English word landloper, mean-
ing one who runs up and down the land, the word landloper was originally applied to
a vagabond. In his Book of Martyrs published in the 1580s, John Fox paraphrased a
papal bull of the previous century: “certain arch heretics have risen and sprung up be-
ing landlopers, schismatics and seditious persons.” The word loper eventually became
corrupted to “lubber,” and “landlubber” became the mariner’s contemptuous expres-
sion for landlubbers and freshwater sailors alike. In 1875, F. Burton commented, “The
philosophic landlubber often wonders at the eternal restlessness of his naval brother-
man.” 
12. Companionway hatch: a ladder way through a hatch, to the next deck below. An
earlier definition for a companion was a hatch or skylight, also for a covering over a
hatch. The term may have come from the Dutch kamagne, for quarterdeck or poop-
deck, or possibly from French and Italian for pantry or storeroom: compagne and
compagna.
13. Mate’s whistle: (bos’n’s pipe, also bos’n’s call) a whistle of peculiar shape and
shrill tone, used by bos’ns and their mates to signal various routine orders; so used
since the eighteenth century. Up the mid-seventeenth century, it often was made of
precious metal and sometimes bejeweled, was worn on a gold or silver chain, and was
a badge of office of high ranking maritime dignitaries.
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waists—in part to try to keep some of the water out, but more impor-
tantly to stop the wind from blowing our clothes up around our heads
or even right off our bodies. Then going aloft, standing on a footrope
high above the deck, the fight to control canvass sail becomes night-
marish toil without end. If we get it half-muzzled, a gust might rip it
from our fingers, leaving bleeding, torn fingernails. On occasion we
would almost have it, only to have our precarious balance disrupted
by the wind or an awkward roll of the ship, and the sail breaks free.
We must then begin again. We pound the stiff canvas with our fists,
trying to punch it into graspable shape; fresh blood oozes from our
knuckles to mingle with the blood from the fingers. At force eight, in
spite of our lashings, when the wind is blowing at thirty to forty
miles-per-hour, rain and salt spray is driven up our sleeves, up our
pants legs, in our eyes, soaking us in icy water. “Keep your asshole
tight!” a shipmate kindly advised me.

No one is quiet while battling wind and sail. Grunts, oaths, impre-
cations, curses, exclamations of frustration, vigorous expressions of
heart-felt anger with shipmates whose clumsiness or weakness has
allowed the sail to break free again—and all this wholly unsanctified
noise filled the air about us, a small assembly of men absorbed in
their work.

As with all the battles fought aloft, in the end the sailors win. It
would have been unthinkable to come down without accomplishing
the task aloft. A particular time aloft might take as long as one-and-a-
half hours. The mate would watch from the deck without emotion, but
only a storm14 would seem to leach some of the viciousness out of
him. When we finish, he shouts over the wail of wind and growl of
waves, “That’ll do the watch.” The watch comes down and dodges
forward along the deck to the fo’c’sle. We might have a full half-hour
before the change of watch when we must turn out again to relieve the
watch still on duty. Down in the fo’c’sle it’s still pitch-black; we fall
back into our berths, still all-standing, and lapse back in seconds into
a coma.

§ § § § § §

There is historically something in the American psyche that has
always been fascinated by the promise of a frontier, but the space

14. Storm: a wind stronger than a gale, but weaker than a hurricane. The official nau-
tical definition of a storm is a wind blowing between forty-eight and fifty-five knots—
force ten or eleven on the Beaufort Wind Scale.
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between the promise and its fulfillment was often wild and sometimes
even fatal. In the 1930s, long before exploration of outer-space, for a
boy living in the North West extremity of the United States the Pacific
Ocean was that wild, deadly frontier of promise. And indeed the
Pacific Ocean was a wild, storm-wracked, often deadly frontier, but it
was also an unknown of both adventure and promise. The “Wild
West” seems rather tame when compared with the Pacific Ocean. As
Rachel Carson writes, the ocean is where the “spectacle of living
creatures faced by the cosmic reality of their world is crystal clear.”

By the beginning of the nineteenth century the American enthusi-
asm for the sea had become a point of national pride. During the War
of 1812 the fledgling U.S. Navy won several significant, sometimes
stunning victories against a superior English force. In the decades to
come, American packet and merchant vessels established standards of
performance and reliability with which the fleets of all other countries
would be compared. Long before Melville chose to write about them
in Moby Dick, the American whalemen had spearheaded the advance
into a scarcely charted territory larger than all the earth’s landmasses
combined—the Pacific Ocean. And the Vigilant, the last of the great
Pacific commercial sail, was the epitome of this tradition.

In the years to come steam power would make the sea a far less
glamorous place. Instead of climbing the mast of a graceful ship, a
sailor would find himself in the bowels of a noisy, smoke-belching
metal tub. These changes were accompanied by shifting intellectual
currents as the inherent spirituality of Romanticism gave way to what
were popularly interpreted to be the grim and godless theories of
Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer. “When,” as Stephen Crane
writes, “it occurs to a man that nature does not regard him as impor-
tant, and that she feels she would not maim the universe by disposing
of him, he at first wishes to throw bricks at the temple.”

After the ear of the tea-clippers, sailing ships had to look for new
fields in which they could compete for cargoes with steamers, though
the turn of the century profits could still be made by taking coal to
Peru and bringing back a cargo of nitrates. Their last viable trade on a
big scale was to bring back wheat from Australia by way of Cape
Horn, which continued until the outbreak of war in 1939. Trade on a
smaller scale continued until 1940 with Puget Sound Lumber to the
orient. Some of those ships survive as training ships; a few others
have found a berth in a marine museum.

§ § § § § §
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This is not a book that discovers the sea for recreation and edifica-
tion, such as Jack London discovering the excitement of surfing in
Hawaii, or of John Steinbeck’s absorption with collecting marine
specimens in the shallows of the Sea of Cortez. Rather in this book
the sea is for commerce. In this book the sea is still a hazardous wil-
derness. Humanity may have inflicted countless ecological disasters
on the world’s oceans, but as any commercial fisherman or tanker
captain will tell you, the sea remains an abstruse complexity.

Unlike the American West, which is now crisscrossed with super-
highways and dotted with towns and cities, the oceans that bracket the
nation remain untamed. “Winds and Seas were as mad,” William Stra-
chey writes of the gale that shipwrecked him on Bermuda in 1609,
“as fury and rage could make them.” The formative power of this vio-
lent baptism is something few Americans today fully appreciate, even
though the sea remains steadfast in its ability to obliterate man’s self-
made world.

“Oh was there ever a sailor free to choose that didn’t settle
somewhere near the sea?”

—Rudyard Kipling
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1
Sailing to China

“Where lies the land to which the ship would go?

Far, far ahead, is all her seamen know”

—Arthur H. Clough

Within the current cliché that the earth is a water planet (however
much we resist acting on the implications of that truism) is the fact
that water—both fresh and salt—is life. Science and myth agree that
on this planet there first appeared water and then dry land. Not only
was water the precondition of an earthy earth, it was also the neces-
sary first precondition of any planetary life, then, of course, much
later, of human life, and very much later water was the essential pre-
condition to the development of civilization, to the refinements of
man’s quality of life, of his food, drink, of cleansing, transport, trade,
and yes, more darkly to war and defense. The Oasis, the well, the
pond, the stream, the river, the lake, and the sea; water is the joiner of
human beings and the joiner of their communities. With the articula-
tion of this credo I begin this story, not of course at the beginning, but

Vigilant taking on Lumber Cargo
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at an arbitrary starting point at the Bloedel Donovan15 wharf in Bell-
ingham16 Bay in the late 1930s.

But the earth’s water is also a separator, a border, and a dangerous
boundary. As it has been the facilitator, so it has been the forbidder, if
savior, then also destroyer. It is water’s instability, its changeableness,
even its paradox that accounts for much of the human relationship to
it. On the one hand is the pond and the well, on the other hand there is
the flood and the tidal wave. Although water is a component of life
itself, it is tainted with death. Despite the fact of earthquakes and vol-
canic eruption, no paradox comparable to the sea attaches to the land.

The Hebraic-Christian tradition17 tells us that we come from dust
and to dust we shall return, but the element that first animates that
dust and transforms it into an agent of life is water. Man is formed in
the amniotic waters of the womb; we subsist throughout our lives to
be composed mostly of water. The human body mass is 70 to 95 per-
cent water (the percentage figure depending upon research source), to
dry up is to die. Finally, in the decomposition of death, we give up our
fluids and become earth. Water makes possible the integrity of the
self, and lack of water changes the self into something other. It is the
element of individuation and the element of dissolution. In between,
as universal ritual testifies, it is the symbol of becoming and of con-
version: from the waters of baptism to the washing of the corpse,
water is present in rites signaling change of state and in stories of
such change. So it is when, in biblical narrative, the children of Israel
symbolically cross a sea18 early in the process of their becoming a
separate and self-defined people—an analogy that has not been lost
on American culture, from the puritans crossing the waters to reli-

15. Bloedel Donovan, a very large lumber company in the Pacific Northwest.
16. The name of Bellingham is derived from the bay on which the city is situated.
George Vancouver, who visited the area in June 1792, named the bay for Sir William
Bellingham, the controller of the storekeeper’s account of the Royal Navy. Bloedel
Donovan, a very large lumber company in the Pacific Northwest.
17. From the English Burial Service, adapted from the biblical text, Genesis 3:19
(king James Version): “In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return
unto the ground; for out of it wast thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou
return.” Also in the Hebraic-Christian tradition, “the Lord God formed man of the dust
of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a liv-
ing soul.” (Genesis 2:7)
18. Exodus 14:21 (King James Version): “And Moses stretched out his hand over the
sea; and the Lord caused the sea to go back by a strong east wind all that night, and
made the sea dry land, and the waters were divided.”
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gious freedom and the African Americans who crossed the waters into
slavery.

It is little wonder, then, that water should have such a prominent
place in the epics, myths, and living dreams of the human race and of
Americans in particular—and that we should take its existence largely
for granted under conditions of calm or control, but be held in awe by
its powerful fluidity when it rises and flows. Little wonder, too, that
people seek the shore to look out on the ocean. Such “water-gazers”
(Melville’s term) are responding to energy, size, movement, and mys-
tery. Roman Barthalow19 said it memorably: “An ocean is forever
asking questions and writing those questions aloud along the shore.”

§ § § § § §

And so my father, who, primarily for reasons of social expediency,
and for the implicit, though unspoken collateral issue of a pending
statutory felony, sent me to sea. It should be remembered that Zoë—
the “causa belli” of mine and my father’s predicament—was a minor.
My sailing was tantamount to recognition of my culpability in the
suspected guilt of a socially untenable relationship with Zoë, who
was, after all, only sixteen. I believe that for our island community my
guilt was implicit because of the general thinking in that bluenose
1930s era. In my opinion the thinking of the Lopez Island part of the
San Juan Island community was pretty (downright) priggish. Even
though I was a year younger than Zoë, the old dictum “an innocent
person (or boy) doesn’t run” was applied to me. Thus, it was the fer-
vent hope of my father that my sailing to the Orient would close the
door to any further theorizing on that subject in the community, and
more importantly close the door to any investigation of the rumor of
his own culpability in the Zoë Strôm episode.

But there was also an unselfish purpose for my father’s decision.
Though the sea is ultimately a terrifying destroyer, sailing on it was
thought (to use a banal aphorism of that era) to “turn boys into men.”
From the conversations of seamen I had heard in our home, from talk
I heard in my father’s boatyard, and from scuttlebutt20 I heard on the
wharfs, I had listened to enough sea lore to know that my sail aboard
the Vigilant would be a hard, unvarnished, exhausting, perilous expe-

19. Roman Barthalow (22 Dec. 1869 to 6 Apr. 1935), poet, was born in Head Tide
Maine, the son of Edward Robinson, a timber merchant and civic leader, and Mary
Elizabeth Palmer. A favorite poet of Theodore Roosevelt and his son Kermit, The
Children of the Night a particular favorite.
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rience of work in conditions of incredible wet and cold. in appalling
conditions that could suck the marrow from the bones of a Pleis-
tocene Neanderthal. Yet, given those negatives, the prospect of a
sailor’s life elicited from me an almost religious sense of ecstasy and
wonder.

I was to sail on the Vigilant,21 the largest five-masted schooner to
ply the Pacific. She was a stately ship, a perfect specimen of that most
graceful, elegant, and beautiful of all sailing craft, the American mer-
chant ship. Sailing aboard the Vigilant was to sail on the very cusp of
an historic experience; it was to experience that last workings of
ancient technology. The last of an old way of life, as that era of sail,
whose origins reached into the mists of antiquity, gave way to the
inexorable encroachments of steam and diesel. At the same time we
can recognize that there are certain constants that still pertain, though
in somewhat altered from, in a sea-man’s life: the rigors of seaman-
ship, the working rhythms and rituals of ships, and the brute presence
of water and weather.

Unlike the American West, which is now crisscrossed with super-
highways and dotted with towns and cities, the oceans that bracket
our nation are still as untamed as when Odysseus sailed the Mediter-
ranean. And I hope the seas will never be tamed. And the winds and
seas are still with us, still as mad as fury, rage, and nature can make
them. The formative power of this violent baptism I was about to taste

20. Scuttle-butt: a shipboard “scuttle” (from the Spanish escotilla, a hatchway), as
distinct from the coal scuttle, a word of different origin, is a hole or formed aperture
in the topsides of a vessel. To scuttle a ship is deliberately to hole it so that it will sink
(such as the scuttling by the Germans of their High Seas Fleet in Scapa Flow, 1919, to
avoid surrender to the British). A “butt” is a cask.

Sailing ships carried their water in large casks, and a long voyage demanded that
drinking water be sparingly consumed. The crew obtained their water from a cask pro-
vided daily, but to prevent too much being used, a section of a stave was sawn out from
the cask so that no more than half a butt of water was available each day. The butt was
thus “scuttled.”

The term scuttle-butt quickly came to mean the shipboard gossip, news, griping,
and so forth that would be passed around as the watch gathered from time to time at
the water cask. The colloquialism has come to mean gossip generally.
21. The Vigilant was a 1,600-ton five-masted topmast schooner built for the E.K.
Wood Lumber Co. by the George F. Mathews shipyard in Hoquiam, Washington in
1920. Constructed mainly of Douglas fir, she was 241 feet L.O.A., 44 foot beam, and
with topmasts towering to heights of 170 feet. She could carry two million board feet
of lumber. The Vigilant cost a quarter million dollars to build—adjusted to 2007 dol-
lars she would cost $2,303, 054.00 to build today.
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is something few, if any Americans of today can fully appreciate, even
though the sea remains steadfast in its ability to obliterate man’s
encroachments on it or on its shores. Perhaps it was Melville who said
it best: “Forever and forever, to the crack of doom, the sea will insult
and murder him, and pulverize the stateliest, stiffest frigate he can
make; nevertheless, by the continual repetition of these very impres-
sions, man has lost that sense of the full awfulness of the sea which
aboriginally belongs to it.” In my sailing aboard the Vigilant I would
reclaim a lost appreciation of this ancient and enduring awe—an awe
that was once an essential part of the American experience.

The only voiced objection to my going to sea, the only objection to
Dad’s salty, preemptive solution (which with Zoë in the mix could
have developed into a gnarled, intra-family ménage à trios problem),
was my mother. She asked, “But what about Simon’s education?
What’s he to do in life? He’s barely fourteen years old! Surely you
don’t want your son to be a sailor!”

“Mmmmmm,” was Dad’s studied, thoughtful reply.
At thirteen, I had successfully (more or less) completed my gram-

mar school education, and I was ready (more or less) for secondary
school education. To this end I was enrolled in the Augustana Mari-
time Academy. A retired Captain Arvid Hawkins was the Academy’s
master (autocrat). He was a properly serious, severe, austere man. He
was a Lutheran of the evangelical-fundamentalist species, a religiose
who resided on the extreme edge of Christian fundamentalist belief.
The more severe doctrinal aspects of people of this ilk are characteris-
tically and publicly manifested on Sundays. But Sunday at Captain
Hawkins Academy was a little different; after all, we were a maritime
Academy so we kept ship’s time, and a ship’s day begins at noon (not
the midnight of the land-lubber’s norm), i.e., the nautical day begins
twelve hours before the civil day. Thus, the nautical Sunday begins at
Saturday noon and ends on Sunday noon. This convention was com-
mon practice at sea because noon was a time that could be determined
with some exactitude; if the weather was fair, noon was when the sun
was at its zenith. This is the time, aboard ship, when a sextant sighting
of the sun’s altitude was taken for the purpose of determining latitude.

The sailor’s use of noon as the start of the new day is a tradition
hoary with age; in fact. the astronomical day has begun at noon (not
midnight) ever since Ptolemy22 chose to begin the days in his astro-
nomical periods at noon. He chose noon because noon occurs at the
same hour every day of the year, unlike sunrise or sunset, which vary
on each and every day of the year. Midnight was not even considered
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because it could not be accurately determined using water clocks.
Nevertheless, Ptolemy double-dated most nighttime observations
with both Egyptian days beginning at sunrise and Babylonian days
beginning at sunset. This would seem to imply that his choice of noon
was not, as is sometimes stated, made in order to allow all observa-
tions from a given night to be recorded with the same date. Aboard
ship the days of the week in the ship’s log were usually represented by
the astronomical characters in the chart below.

Captain Hawkins devoted at least two of those Sunday hours to his
Hebraic interpretation of biblical writ. The atmosphere at the Acad-
emy during that period must remain particularly grim. Of course, nei-
ther laughing nor games were permitted on Sunday, and one must not
be guilty of the sacrilege of flippant talk, or of desecrating the Sab-
bath by making superfluous noise. One must always remember that it
was Sunday. However, it must not be supposed that Captain Hawkins
objected to boys having fun on Sundays. It was quite the opposite. He
believed Sundays should be enjoyed; in fact, he insisted that we enjoy
a wholesome, pleasurable Sunday. We were allowed to read the bible
for enjoyment, and to sing hymns in chorus as often as we wanted.
That special day began at eight bells in the chapel with a one- or two-
hour sermon by the Captain, followed by a lunch of roast mutton,
which in turn was followed by a two-hour bible-study class. The
remainder of our Sabbath afternoon was filled with like and equally

22. Cudius Ptolemaeus (90–168), known in English as Ptolemy, was a Roman, as-
tronomer, geographer, astrologer. He lived in Egypt under the roman empire, and is
believed to have been born in the town of Ptolemais Hermiou in the Thebaid. 
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pleasurable activity. In the evening there were vespers followed by a
Spartan, meatless supper, then prayers and bed. The morning follow-
ing began at four bells (6:00 a.m.) with a healthful oatmeal breakfast
followed by a two-hour bible-study class, followed by a hearty one-
hour (at least) of prayer. At eight-bells (12:00 noon Sunday) the Sab-
bath ended and our regular school week began.

To conform to maritime tradition the student body was divided into
two watches, the Port Watch and the Starboard Watch. And too, as
aboard ship, our day was divided into six watches of four hours each.
The second watch of the day from 1600 until 2000 was divided into
two watches of two hours each (the dog watches). Since watches (port
and starboard) stand watch alternately, this division of the second
watch means that watches will stand alternate hours on the next day
and the same hours every other day. A watch that has the afternoon
watch on day two will have the watch below (off duty). It is easier to
see this graphically in a table than it is to explain it in words. What
this all means is that you are on deck (in class) every four hours and
can never get more than four consecutive hours of watch below (off
duty) for sleep, study, and recreation. If you are called on deck during

The Watch System & Ship’s Time

Number of
Bells

Middle
Watch

Morning
Watch

Forenoon
Watch

Afternoon
Watch

First Dog
Watch

Last Dog
Watch

First
Watch

One Bell  0:30 04:30:00
AM

08:30:00
AM

12:30:00
PM

04:30:00
PM

06:30:00
PM

08:30:00
PM

Two Bells 01:00:00
AM

05:00:00
AM

09:00:00
AM

01:00:00
PM

05:00:00
PM

07:00:00
PM

09:00:00
PM

Three Bells 01:30:00
AM

05:30:00
AM

09:30:00
AM

01:30:00
PM

05:30:00
PM

07:30:00
PM

09:30:00
PM

Four Bells 02:00:00
AM

06:00:00
AM

10:00:00
AM

02:00:00
PM

06:00:00
PM

10:00:00
PM

Five Bells 02:30:00
AM

06:30:00
AM

10:30:00
AM

02:30:00
PM

10:30:00
PM

Six Bells 03:00:00
AM

07:00:00
AM

11:00:00
AM

03:00:00
PM

11:00:00
PM

Seven Bells 03:30:00
AM

07:30:00
AM

11:30:00
AM

03:30:00
PM

11:30:00
PM

Eight Bells 04:00:00
AM

08:00:00
AM

12:00:00
PM

04:00:00
PM

08:00:00
PM

12:00:00
AM
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your watch below that off duty time (as aboard ship) is not recover-
able.

§ § § § § §

Again, the passage of time at school, as at sea, was denoted by the
striking of bells on the half-hour, the time it would take the sand to
run out of a half-hour glass. Each half-hour into the watch beginning
with the first, one more bell was struck. So that the bells can be easily
counted they are grouped into units of two. There is a hesitation of
about one second between the two bells of a group and a pause of two
seconds between groups.

At the Academy I demonstrated no proclivity whatsoever for learn-
ing, and as for Latin, I abominated the language, and never would get
my lessons, and for such defalcation I was often whipped. Sometimes
I had the privilege of being caned by Mr. Hawkins himself. Mr.
Hawkins advised my father that because of my poor (egregious) scho-
lastic showing at the Academy, I would never, ever be a scholar, and
that my best prospects would be in the trades. Mr. Hawkins thought
plumbing might be appropriate. My father was rather of the opinion
that a boy who didn’t enter college (scholastically disqualified) was
hardly worth raising, and since he must do something other than
schooling with his son, he decided that a position as ship’s boy aboard
the Vigilant might be the best option.

Early Monday morning Dad and I boarded the ferry at Decatur
Island and arrived in Bellingham at around 10:00 A.M. Dad said,
“I’ve some business to take care of, why don’t you go down the
Bloedel Donovan dock and get acquainted with the Vigilant’s crew.
I’ll meet with you later.” So I went down to the wharf that Monday
morning. The Vigilant was a very busy place; both dock and vessel
were swarming with longshoremen and crew loading her cargo of
lumber. They were also taking on board specie in the form of Ameri-
can silver dollars for the purchase of a return cargo in China. The rea-
son for this was that silver was China’s chief means of settling
accounts23 in both their domestic economy and foreign trade. Since
there were no institutional controls over the exchange rate of silver
coin, the value of the coin was determined by the value of its bullion
weight. Since the Chinese monetary market was directly influenced
by fluctuations in the price of silver on the world market, the value of
an American silver dollar was not fixed by the United States govern-

23. See End Papers, Canton System (Chinese Trade Regulation)
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ment; its value was fixed by the international silver market. As more
European economies adopted the gold standard, the influx of silver
into Asia increased, stimulating the powers to compete for monetary
control in the region. The flow of silver was not just a consequence of
structural change in China’s foreign trade. Equally important was the
role silver played in paving the way for developments in the activities
in trade finance and banking.

From the late nineteenth century to 1940 China imported large
amounts of silver. China, along with India, was the major global con-
sumer of silver, and Shanghai the most important silver market. Silver
bullion was brought to Shanghai from either London or New York, the
two leading silver trading centers. This surplus in silver trade, how-
ever, is puzzling, because during the same period China’s commodity
trade balance also recorded a net import surplus.

The key issue is that silver was traded as a commodity in the world
market, but it served as money in China. From 1873 to 1941, silver
depreciated considerably against gold. The downward trend was
almost continuous, interrupted by only temporary reversals. Only
China, which remained on the silver standard currency system,
needed a significant amount of silver for its monetary uses. Since sil-
ver in Shanghai was often sold at premium prices compared to the
market price in London or New York when the local money market
was tight, arbitrageurs24 could enjoy gains on price differentials.
Analysis of this close relationship between silver transaction and for-
eign exchange on the Shanghai financial market provides us a better
understanding of China’s linkage to the international economy.

One hundred and seven oak kegs of four thousand dollars each
were taken aboard with each keg weighing an average of 235.6
pounds. That is, over twelve and a half tons of silver dollars were
loaded aboard ($428,000). At that time a silver dollar was defined as
412.5 grains of standard (90 percent pure) silver in coin form. The
412.5-grain weight figure was an average; the coin weighed 416
grains when minted. When, through wear and tear, its weight fell
below 409 grains, it was no longer a dollar, but could still be used in
international trade for the value of its bullion weight. When I mar-
veled at the length of time it would take the Chinese to count all that
money, I was told rather contemptuously that they didn’t count it, they
weighed it. Each keg was separately emptied onto a scale and meticu-
lously weighed. 

24. Banks, trading companies, and professional speculators in the monetary market.
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My first impression of the Captain was that he was a good man. I
knew him from his occasional visits to our home. Although he was
my father’s friend, I knew it would be a mistake to expect any type of
preferential treatment from him. The first mate was a brute, the sec-
ond mate was a good sailor, about thirty years old and a so-so sort of
man, rather hard on the crew and I expected him to be particularly
hard on the boy (me). There was Mr. John Higginson, supercargo,25

and the carpenter who had the well-deserved reputation of being the
meanest man aboard.

The Third Mate26 was expecting me. “Okay, kid, and check-in with
your papers by noon tomorrow. We sail at one-bell P.M. Saturday. You
got foul-weather gear?”

“Yes,” I answered.
“Somehow I thought you might have proper gear. And, kid, when

you answer an officer of this ship it had better be with a ‘Yes, sir’
from now on.” As the Mate was walking away, he turned on his heel
and asked me, as an afterthought, 

“You got your Union Card?”
“Yes, sir,” I snapped back. Captain Melberg insisted on a first-class

crew, which, to begin with, in 1938 meant membership in the Sailor’s
Union of the Pacific. Union membership was an absolute require-
ment. There were other requirements, as well, but if some the crew
weren’t of the best material at the beginning of the voyage, he did his
best to mold them into able sailors. He didn’t want any “Philadelphia
lawyers”27 in the fo’c’sle, nor anyone with a “bad eye”28 or “slow to
get a move on” when the situation might call for quick action. The
Captain knew a “bad eye” when he saw one—at sight—and knew

25. Supercargo: an officer or a supernumerary in a merchant ship who was in charge
of trading—a seagoing merchant. An earlier spelling was supracargo. The term came
from the Spanish sobrecargo, in charge of cargo. These gentlemen were very impor-
tant to the success of merchant ships before the advent of rapid communications.
26. Third Mate: vessels bound on long voyages, upon which there are many vicissi-
tudes to be anticipated, sometimes carry a third mate, but this is unusual, so much so
that his duties have hardly become settled by custom. He does not command a watch,
but belongs to the port watch, and assists the chief mate in his duties. He goes aloft
with the port watch to reef and furl, as the second mate does with the starboard watch,
and performs very nearly the same duties aloft and about decks.
27. The term “Philadelphia Lawyer” indicates a deviously clever attorney who can
twist anything to his client’s favor.
28. “Bad eye”: To bad eye something is to stare at it with great interest. To scope it
out, look it over closely, check it out. “She’s a really classy looking lady. Yeah, tell
me about it. I was really putting the bad eye on her.”
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he’d have trouble. “Philadelphia lawyers” were of another kind. They
were followers of the “bad actor” who was agitating for reform of
sailors’ conditions by forming a union. The Captain was all for the
status quo of sailors the world over and didn’t want a “radical” like
Furuseth to come along and upset things. But later, Captain Melberg,
knowing the whole history of the sailors’ condition at first hand,
changed his position; he came to agree with the needs of the times; by
the middle of the 1930s he even did picket duty with Master, Mates,
and Pilots in their first strike. But on my first voyage Andrew Furuseth
was a “dangerous radical.”29

Nevertheless, the sailors’ union agents were always courteously
received and welcomed on the Vigilant. Frequently there were meals
and drinks. I later learned that there were also payoffs on the q.t. The
Captain always greased wheels so they wouldn’t squeak, and as far as
he was concerned red tape was something to cut his way through in
advance. The result was that he always had a crew at a moment’s
notice. If he had more time, he selected more carefully, but nothing—
not even strikes—ever kept him from sailing on schedule. The Cap-
tain treated the date and time of sailing as if that date and time were
ordained by god. In the matter of the ship’s readiness, and the tides,
the Captain chose not to buck Fate. Sometimes if a sailor, or an entire
crew walked off the ship, the length of time it took Captain Melberg
to contact the sailor’s union agent was precisely the length of time he
was delayed. He may not have handpicked the new crew; there may
have been a “bad eye” among the slower-moving, but there was
always a next port in which to pay them off.

The mates, carpenter, cook, and ship’s boy were pretty much per-
manent fixtures aboard. The ship’s boy was often considered as some-
thing of a cadet, in officer training as it were. From trip to trip they all

29. Andrew Furuseth: President International Seaman’s Union: know as the “Abra-
ham Lincoln of the seas.” (March 12, 1854-January 22, 1938) of Romeday, Norway
was a merchant seaman and an American labor leader. Furuseth was active in the for-
mation of two influential maritime unions: the Sailors’ Union of the Pacific and the
International Seamen’s Union, and served as the executive of both for decades.

Furuseth was largely responsible for the passage of four reforms that changed the
lives of American mariners, two of which, the Maguire Ace of 1895 and the White Act
of 1898, ended corporal punishment and abolished imprisonment for deserting a ves-
sel. Furuseth was credited as the key figure behind drafting and enacting the Seamen’s
Act of 1915, hailed by many as “The Magna Carta of the Sea” and the Jones Act of
1920, which governs the workers’ compensation rights of sailors and the use of for-
eign vessels in domestic trade.
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remained, except for an occasional layoff. The cook had a family to be
visited from time to time. The carpenter unaccountably disappeared
from our lives one day and we never heard of him again. He was
replaced by another big blond Swede who walked with an exagger-
ated rolling gait and was always good natured and grinning.

I hung around awhile watching the loading process. The vessel lay
at dock and the last of the timber was lightered on. The holds were
nearly full so it was necessary to jamb the top cants30 under the deck.
Since the four men in the hold found it impossible to stow the timber
as fast as the deck crew could deliver it through the side ports, they
asked for more help. The hold gang consisted of a Swede named
Dent, who must have been more than sixty years old, a young Swede
named Lars, a Dane who was nicknamed “Dutchy,” and there was
also an Olson.

The gang in the hold called to the second Mate31 asking him to
come below. It had been previously agreed that Dent, being the senior
crewman, should act as spokesman. Accordingly, when the Second
Mate arrived, old Dent addressed him with all possible civility. He
said,

“Sir, she’s gittin’ that full ’neath the beams. We can’t stow the cants
as fast as the deck nagurs be’s stevin’ ’em.”

“Is it more help yer want,” asked the Mate, “yer god-damned lazy
old stiff? I’ll give yer more help; I’ll give yer plenty of it!”

Whereupon the second Mate seized an an oak heaver from a gypsy
winch32 and struck poor old Dent a terrible blow in the mouth, knock-
ing out one of his front teeth. “Now the rest of yer son’s-o’-bitches git
back to work.” Such was one phase of disciplinary punishment as
practiced on some of our stately ships in the palmy days of our glori-
ous sailing merchant marine.

Cargo loading was often a matter of clinging to anchors under a
loading chute within spitting distance of breakers and deadly reefs.

30. Cant: a log with one or more squared sides
31. Second Mate: His duties were to command the starboard watch when the master
is not on deck, and to lead the crew in their work. It is not necessary that he should be
a navigator, or even be able to keep a journal, though he should know enough of nav-
igation to keep the courses and distances during his watch, and to report them correctly
on the slate.
32. Gypsy: an attachment to a windlass (a horizontal drum around which rope or ca-
ble is turned and hauled in or let out), which permits the windless to take chain. Chain
is normally moved with the help of a capstan and cable holders, but when these are
absent, their place is taken by the gypsy attachment on a windlass.
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However, such skin-of-the-teeth navigation and loading procedures
were all in a day’s work for the hard-bitten sea dogs of the lumber
droguers.33 They were a tough and colorful breed. Transplanted
Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, and a Finn or two seemed to gravitate
naturally to these ships, perhaps because the stormy seas and narrow,
rock-girt harbors they were required to sail were somewhat like the
fjord-pierced Scandinavian coast of home.

I was thirteen and I knew the legal age for getting seaman’s papers
in the depression years of the late ’30s was eighteen, and I wondered
if Dad had overlooked that factor. About an hour and a half later, I
heard my name called by someone on the dock. When I looked, I saw
that it was Dad. He called to me to come to him. I went down the
gangplank to meet him. He took out an envelope from his inside coat
pocket, opened it, and took my birth certificate from the envelope. “I
found a little error, a typo on your birth certificate,” he told me with a
wink of his eye. “Some clerk put in the wrong year of your birth. But
it isn’t a problem, I made the correction.” And with that he showed me
with some ink eradicator that he had carefully eliminated the last digit
of the year of my birth, and substituted a “0” for the “5,” making the
year of my birth 1920 instead of 1925. “Now that I’ve corrected that
typo you’re eighteen. Do you feel older?” he asked.

“Oh yes, I feel much older,” I answered.
“Take this birth certificate down to the Maritime Commission

offices in the Post Office building and get your papers,” Dad ordered.
“They close at five, you’d better hurry.”

I did hurry and I arrived at their office at about three-thirty. I held
my breath when the Commission official studied by birth certificate,
but he studied it only for the purpose of entering the information on
his records. The clerk was completely indifferent as to the year of my
birth.

The following morning, on Tuesday, I reported aboard the Vigilant,
and more or less officially became a member of her crew. The Mate
told me, “We want you here, with all your gear, ready to sail, at six
bells (7:00 a.m.) Friday morning watch for breakfast. We sail at one
bell (1:30 p.m.) of Saturday’s afternoon watch.”

33. The etymology of droguers can possible traced to drog, which is a Gaelic term,
still in use, to express the agitation of the sea, or to drogue a sea anchor. The word is
related, aptly enough, to drag, and appears to come from early German. It is a device
for slowing a vessel down and at the same time keeping her at right angles to the waves
in orders to prevent them from turning her sideways and swamping her.
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I said, “Yes, sir.”
“Good for you, kid,” he said. “You remembered the sir,”
I spent the rest of Tuesday and Wednesday and Thursday visiting

friends and saying my goodbyes. I said to Dad, “I wonder why we
have to be aboard Friday morning when we’re not sailing until one
bell Saturday afternoon.”

“Because,” he answered, “aboard the Vigilant Saturday begins at
noon Friday.”

As at Captain Hawkins’s academy, the ship’s bell strikes every half-
hour. This is probably a hangover from the distant past, when ship’s
time was measured by a half-hour sandglass. The bell was tapped
once at the first half-hour of the watch, twice at the second half-hour,
and so on, up to eight taps at the end of the fourth hour, being the end
of the watch. And then the cycle started all over again, on through the
night and past the next dawn. Interestingly, in 1838 a passenger wrote,
describing a man of the watch call out, “All’s well as he struck the bell
at night—a very old custom indeed.” The term “Eight bells” can also
be a salutary way of saying that a sailor’s watch is over, for instance,
in his or her obituary. It’s a nautical euphemism for “finished.”

Why bells are so significant to people is perhaps beyond the scope
of this work, but suffice it to say that there is a great deal of lore con-
cerned with the casting of bells, the tones, and the ways in which bells
are employed. On top of this there are stories about particular bells.

Bells can, for many, have an attachment in some inexplicable and
strange way to the supernatural. Bronze bells are cast from a mixture

Ship’s Bell System

Number of bells Hour (a.m. and p.m.)

One bell 12:30—4:40—8:30

Two bells  1:00—5:00—9:00

Three bells  1:30—5:30—9:30

Four bells  2:00—6:00—10:00

Five bells  2:30—6:30—10:30

Six bells  3:00—7:00—11:00

Seven bells  3:30—7:30—11:30

Eight Bells  4:00—8:00—12:00
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of copper and tin to which various precious metals like gold and sil-
ver can be added. The synthesis within this metallic composite gives
the bell its tone, and internal tensions are set up by a tempering pro-
cess so important that occasionally the occult was allowed to creep in,
with the bells being chilled in blood.

When a ship of some consequence was launched, a bell with her
name on it was cast for her and was meant to remain with her (more
“in” her). Should she be wrecked or go to salvage, the bell was taken
out of her and, if she had been a kindly vessel, the bell often went into
the next ship of her name. Hence, the bell in the Tuscarora34 known
for the jingle “The Good Ship Tuscarora, Three Decks and No Bot-
tom,” had survived two previous good hulls.

When a vessel went round the horn, it was customary to strike the
bell as soon as she crossed over, and of course every ship’s time was
kept by tolling the bell. The day was broken into six four-hour stints,
just as were the watches, and the bell was struck every half-hour until
it reached eight. There was a single stroke on the half-hour and a dou-
ble stroke on the hour—hence five-thirty would be, ding-ding, ding.
This could be heard throughout the ship, and it let the watch know
how far along they were. Should the quartermaster forget to strike at
the given time, or should there be a miscount, the bell was forward to
eight bells, rung backward to zero and then forward to the proper
time. It did not go well with the quartermaster if he missed the stroke.

For the novice, this ringing of bells is often confusing at first, but
one soon gets used to it. Harder to get used to, and more confusing,
was the fact that the ship’s day started at noon, not midnight. For
example, the day we sailed was Friday night by a landlubber’s reckon-
ing, but was Saturday for the mariners, the day commencing at twelve
noon. However, my time at the academy had prepared me for these
chronological singularities.

My dad got a couple three changes of sailor’s clothes for me from
the ship’s Slop Chest,35 consisting of some checkered shirts, some
wool underwear, a pea jacket36 and a sailors cap and a watch cap. He

34. Tuscarora: Ship: 1232 tons: 178’ x 39’ x 20’ Built: 1848 at Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania. Captain Richard M. Dunlevy sailed the square-rigged Tuscarora out of Liv-
erpool on 30 May 1857. On board were 547 Latter-day Saints, of whom 298 were from
Scandinavia and the remainder from Great Britain. Elder Richard Harper and his
counselors, Joseph Stapleton and C. M. Funck, presided over the company. After a
pleasant thirty-four-day voyage, the ship arrived on 3 July at Philadelphia. The Tus-
carora was owned by the Cope Line of Philadelphia. She was built with three masts,
three decks, a square stern, and a billethead. About 1873 the vessel was lost at sea. 
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included in the kit a sailor’s mattress, a sheath knife with scabbard,
and a tin pot. My mother made me a pillow; for this she rolled up a
piece of stair carpet as hard and tightly as she could; and to make it
firm she sewed some strong, heavy linen sailcloth around it. All of
these my mother neatly packed in a sea chest my father made for me
in his boat shop. Also, my mother put a pair of new shoes in my sea
chest and some pocket-handkerchiefs.

I was delighted with my sailor clothes, being the first I ever had
with suspenders. But the pillow was later to cause considerable
amusement amongst my shipmates; they said it was capital to crack
nuts on, and good to press my ears to my head, etc., etc., etc. When all
my gear was stowed in my sea chest, and I was ready to sail, Dad gave
me five silver dollars to keep me in ample pin money to China and
back home again.

Going to sea was thought to be a most difficult option for a young
man. But it was decided by others and by circumstance that seafaring
was my vocation, and there being no apparent option, I was deter-
mined that I should evolve into a skillful mariner. However, the
achievement of this goal proved to be a painful, difficult process. My
dad warned me that my new career would require physical strength
far in excess of anything I’d done previously, and in addition would
need to maintain a protective (downright Spartan) composure,
because it would be a critical mistake to show any weakness to my
shipmates, a near mutinous crew.

At four bells (10:00 p.m.) late Friday night I reported aboard and
was ordered below by the watch. It seemed that in no time at all I was
awakened by the bos’n’s pipe,37 and with the rest of the watch below
reported on deck. For the first time I saw the entire crew, the usual
crowd, a mix of vagrant North European unfortunates. No sooner had
we bolted down our frugal breakfast of lobscouse38 and hardtack,

35. Slop Chest: (1) Earlier, the source of supply aboard ship for clothing for the crew,
especially for foul weather, and issued (at a profit) by the ship’s purser. (2) A ship’s
canteen for personal necessities and comforts for a ship’s crew. Slop was, among other
meanings, an early word for personal gear. It came from the Middle English word
sloppe, of this meaning, and probably from Old English, oferslop, outer garment.
36. Peacoat or Peajacket: (mariner’s traditional jacket) the short, double-breasted,
navy blue, wool or kersey jacket now popular with sailors and landlubbers alike has a
long nautical tradition. Its derivation is most likely from the Dutch piijekker (p being
the sound of the first syllable), a sailor’s jacket dating to the fifteenth century, and very
similar to the one worn today. The jacket is also known as a “reefer,” because its short
length makes in convenient to wear aloft while reefing or taking in sails.
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washed down with patent marine coffee, sweetened with “long
lick,”39 and got a hasty five minutes’ session with our pipes, than we
heard our ever alert bos’n,40 Ben Battle, roaring to the top of his sten-
torian voice, “Turn to, there, forw’d; look alive there now!”

And then, before the echo of the bos’n’s voice had ceased to rever-
berate among the yards, the Second Mate thrust his hideous features
though the fo’c’sle hatch and bellowed out, 

“Come on here, now you sons-of-a-bitches; come, shake her up,
now er I’ll come in ther’n help some o’ yer over the god-damned stop-
water!”41

In response to these gentlemanly suggestion by the Second Mate
we all scrambled hastily on deck ready to begin our appointed tasks.
The long-shoremen were finishing their loading of timbers aboard, so
we were put to work on deck or aloft under the gentle objurgations
and persuasive curses of the Second Mate who was high cockalorm

37. Boatswain’s Pipe: a whistle of peculiar shape and shrill tone, used by boatswains
and their mates to signal various routine orders; so used since the 18th century. Up to
the mid-17th century, it often was made of precious metal and sometimes bejeweled,
was worn on a gold or silver chain, and was a badge of office of high-ranking maritime
dignitaries.
38. Lobscouse (also Scouse): a hash served in the crew’s quarters. The origin of the
word is uncertain. It is very probably from the German lobskaus, a praiseworthy dish
(which it wasn’t).
39. Longlick: hard sugar, not granulated.
40. Boatswain (pronounced Bo’sun): the officer on a ship who has charge of all the
sails, rigging, anchors, and other gear. He also acts as the intermediary between the
executive officer or the deck officer and the men. It is a very old work, the swain part
coming from the old Norse word for boy or servant.
41. Stopwater: anything tending to impede the sailing of a ship, by towing over-
board. Also, a softwood plug used between the keel and an adjoining timber, such as
the stem, to block seepage through the joint.

Bos’n’s Pipe shown without its neck lanyard
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on deck. We did those last minute things that had to be done to make
the ship sea ready.

The chief mate, or, as he is familiarly called on board ship, the
mate, is the active superintending officer in all matters relating to the
care of and work done on the ship and rigging. Although the master
gives general orders, it is the mate who attends personally to their
detailed execution. Indeed, throughout the day’s work on board ship,
the chief mate is the only officer who appears in command.

The second mate works like a common seaman, and the men sel-
dom know what is to be done until they receive detailed orders of the
chief mate. It is the second mate’s duty to see that the chief mate’s
orders are carried out. The chief mate assigns the second mate his
work, and if the master is dissatisfied with anything, or wishes a
change, he will speak to the chief mate, and the chief mate in turn
speaks to the second mate; neither master nor chief mate will inter-
fere with the men individually. This is simply how the chain-of-com-
mand works aboard ship. It is also the duty of the chief mate to
examine all parts of the rigging, report anything of importance to the
master, and take his orders, or, if it be a small and common matter, he
will have the repairs or changes made at his own pleasure, as a matter
of course. He must also see that there is a supply of small stuffs for
the work, and have them made up when necessary, and also that there
are tools ready for every kind of labor, or for any emergency. In bad
weather, he must have spare rope, blocks, tackles, sinnet,42 earings,43

etc., on hand; or rather, see that they are provided, the more immedi-
ate care of these things, when provided, belonging to the second mate.

From this description of a chief mate’s duty, it will be seen that he
ought always to be not only a vigilant and active man, but also well
acquainted with all kinds of seaman’s work, and a good judge of rig-
ging.

In the working of the ship, when all hands are called and the master
is on deck, the chief mate’s place is on the forecastle, where, under
the general direction of the master, who never need leave the quarter-

42. Sinnet (Sennet): a method of weaving rope to form a flat surface. Always an odd
number of lines must be employed, and the results may be plain or extremely elaborate
and fancy. Sinnet work originated as a means of providing anti-rubbing material for
exposed lines, but it quickly became strictly ornamental.
43. Earing: originally, that length of line which tied the upper corners of a square-
rigged sail to the yard or spar from which it was hung. The term is now used to de-
scribe any length of line at the corner of a sail by which the sail is secured to spar or
mast.
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deck, he commands the forward part of the vessel, and is the organ of
communication with the men aloft. In getting under way and coming
to anchor, it is his duty to attend to the ground tackle, and see every-
thing is ready forward. The master, for instance, tells him to have the
ship ready for getting under way, and to heave short on the cable. He
then goes forward, orders all hands to be called, sees everything
secured about decks, tackles got up and boats hoisted in and lashed
and cat-tackle,44 pendant,45 davit, etc., all at ready, and spare hawsers
and rope, in readiness, orders the men to the windlass (the second
mate taking a handspike with the rest), and stationing himself
between the knight-heads46 looks out for the cable, ordering and
encouraging the men. When the cable is hove short, he informs the
master, and, at the word from him, orders the men aloft to loose the
sails, and gives particular directions to them when aloft, as to the
sails, gaskets, overhauling rigging, etc. The sails being loosed, he
awaits the order from the master, which would be addressed to him
rather than to the men, and has the windlass manned and the anchor
hove up, giving notice to the master as soon as it is away. When the
vessel is under way, the master begins to take more immediate con-
trol, ordering the yards to be braced and filled, sail to be set, and the
like. The chief mate also sees to the catting and fishing of the
anchors,47 to having the decks cleared up and everything secured.

In coming to anchor, very nearly the same duty falls upon the chief
officer. He must see the anchors and cables ready for letting go, the
master ordering how much chain is to be overhauled. He must look
out that the boats are ready for lowering, the rigging clear for letting
go, hauling and clewing,48 and that spare hawsers, kedges, warps,
etc., are at hand. If anything goes wrong forward, he alone is looked

44. Cat-tackle: a strong tackle, used to draw the anchor perpendicularly up to the cat-
head, which is sometimes called cat.
45. Pendant: usually pronounced pennant, any of a variety of short lines with a block
or a thimble spliced into one end. The word came from Middle English and Middle
French, the same word and probably the same meanings.
46. Knightheads: (1) earlier a pair of timbers serving as lateral bracing to the bow-
sprit of a wooden sailing ship. They also served as bitts and as a base for a windlass.
(2) Later the knighthead became a bulwark or a bulkhead through which the bowsprit
protruded. They are believed to be so-called as they often were carved in the form of
a knight’s helmet in earlier ships.
47. To “fish the anchor”: to turn up the flukes of an anchor to the gunwale for stow-
age, after being catted.
48. Clewing: to make fast the lower or leeward corner of a sail. The word is derived
from Old English and Old Norse, the latter word being kle, of this same meaning.
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to for an explanation. As the vessel draws in toward her anchoring
ground, the master gives all the orders as to trimming the yards and
taking in sail, and at all times, when on deck, has the entire charge of
the man at the helm, it being the mate’s duty only to see that a good
seaman is there, and that the helm is relieved. As to the sails, the mas-
ter will, for instance, order, “Clew up the fore and main topsails!” The
chief mate then gives the particular orders as to lowering and letting
go the halyards, clewing down and up, overhauling rigging, etc. If
both topsails were taken in at once, the second mate would attend to
the main, unless the master should choose to look out for it himself.
All being ready for letting go, the master gives the order “Let go the
anchor!” and the chief mate sees that it is done, has the chain paid
out, reports how much is out, sees that the buoys watch,49 and the
like. In furling the sails, the whole superintendence comes upon the
mate, as the master would probably only tell him to have them furled.
He has the rigging hauled taut, sends the men aloft, and, remaining
deck forward, he gives his orders to them while on the yards, as to the
manner of furling, and has the ropes hauled taut or let go on deck, as
may be necessary.

These instances may serve to show the distinctions between the
duties of master and mate in the principal evolutions of a vessel.
While in port, the chief mate has much more control of the vessel
than when at sea. As there is no navigating or working of the vessel to
be done, the master has little to engage him, except transactions with
merchants and others on shore, and the necessary general directions
to the mate, as to the care of the ship. Besides the work upon the ship
and rigging while in port, the chief mate has the charge of receiving,
discharging, stowing, and breaking out the cargo. In this he has the
entire control, under the general directions of the master. It is his duty
to keep an account of all the cargo, as it goes in and comes out of the
vessel, and, as he generally gives receipts, he is bound to great care
and accuracy. When cargo is coming in and going out, the chief mate
will stand in the gangway, to keep an account, and the second mate
will be down in the hold with some of the crew, breaking out, or stow-
ing. The stowage, however, should still be somewhat under the chief
mate’s directions. While the master is on shore, the chief mate is nec-
essarily commander of the ship, for the time, and though the law will

49. To watch: the correct functioning of a buoy. When the buoy is in its proper posi-
tion, and ringing or flashing or otherwise working correctly, it is said to “be watch-
ing.”
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extend his power proportionally for cases of necessity, yet, except in
instances which will not admit of delay, he must not attempt to exer-
cise any unusual powers, but should refer everything to the master’s
decision. It will be seen, by the laws, that the mate has no right to
punish a man during the master’s absence, unless it is a case in which
delay would lead to serious consequences.

While in port, the chief mate stands no watch at night, but he
should always be the first to be called in the morning, and should be
up early and order the calling of all hands. In cleaning the ship, as
washing down decks, etc., this done the first thing in the morning,
each mate, while at sea, takes charge of it in his watch, in turn, as one
or the other has the morning watch; but in port, the second mate over-
sees the washing down of the decks, under the chief mate’s general
orders.

While at sea, in tacking, wearing,50 reefing topsails, etc., and in
every kind of “all hands work,” when the master is on deck, the chief
mate’s place, as I have said, is forward. To give a further notion of the
manner of dividing the command, I will describe the evolution of
tacking ship. The master finds that the ship will not lay her course,
and tells the chief to “see all clear for stays,” or “ready about.” Upon
this, the chief mate goes forward, sends all hands to their stations, and
sees everything clear and ready on the forecastle. The master asks,
“All ready forward?” and being answered “Aye-aye,51 sir!” motions
the man at the helm to put the wheel down, and calls out “Helm’s a-
lee!” to let the master know he is heard and understood. He then sees
that the head sheets are let go. At “Raise tacks and sheets!” from the
master, the mate, and the men with him let go the fore tack, while he
looks after the overhauling of the other tack and sheet. He also sees to
letting to the bowlines for “Let go and haul,” and to getting down the

50. To wear: the operation of turning a sailing ship in such a way that the wind—
which has previously blown from one side of the ship—is made to blow from behind
and then from the other side. In this sense, wearing is the opposite of tacking. Older
spellings were weare and wager. The term may have come from the French viver, to
turn.
51. Aye-aye: the sailor’s way of saying “yes,” or “I understand.” In common use in
English ashore as well as aboard ship since the 16th century. It is also part of a system
informing those on board ships in the Navy as to the status of the occupants of a small-
er approaching vessel. If, when hailed, the smaller boat replies “aye-aye,” this means
that there is a commissioned officer below the rank of captain on board, whereas “no-
no” means that there is no commissioned officer on board, and the reply “flag” indi-
cates that there is an admiral present.
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head sheets when the ship is about, and trims the head yards, calling
out to the men at the braces the usual orders, “Well the fore yard!”
“Topsail yard, a small pull!” “Topgallant yard, well!” etc. The master
usually trims the after yards.

In reefing topsails, the chief mate should not go aloft, but should
keep his place forward, and look out for the men on the yards. I am
aware that it has been the custom in some classes of vessels, as in the
New York liners, for the chief mate to take the weather bearing of a
course, especially if a topsail or the other course were reefing at the
same time, yet this practice has never generally prevailed, and is now
going out of date.

I think I may say it is the opinion of all—masters, officers, and
men—that it is better for the chief mate to remain on deck. There is
always a good deal to be looked after, ropes to be let go or hauled, rig-
ging to be cleared, and the like, besides the importance of having
some one to oversee the men on the different yards, which the mate,
standing at a little distance, can easily do. He is also the organ of
communication between the yards and the deck, and can look after
the reefing to more advantage than the master can upon the quarter-
deck, where he must stay to watch the helm and sails.

The chief mate is not required to work with his hands, like the sec-
ond mate and the seamen. He will, of course, let go and belay ropes,
and occasionally pull and haul with the men when working ship, but
if there is much work to be done, his time and attention are suffi-
ciently taken up with superintending and giving orders.

As to his duties as a watch-officer, it will be necessary to repeat the
explanations partly given in the writing on the master’s duties. The
crew is divided equally into two watches, the port and starboard, the
port commanded by the chief mate, and the starboard by the second
mate. These watches divide the day between them, being on and off
duty every other four hours. This is the theory of the time, but in fact,
in nearly all merchant vessels, all hands are kept on deck and at work
throughout the afternoon, from one o’clock until sundown, and some-
times, if there is a great deal to be done, as immediately before mak-
ing port, or after an accident, all hands may be kept throughout the
day. This is, however, justly considered hard usage, if long continued,
since it gives the men but little time for sleep, and none for reading, or
taking care of their clothes. Although all hands may be on deck and at
work during a day or a half-day, the watch division of time is still
kept. For instance, if it’s the mate’s watch from 8:00 a.m. To 12:00
noon, and although the mate’s watch is off duty they should still be up
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and available from 12:00 noon to 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.—even though the
starboard watch (12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) would be the working
watch, i.e., “the watch on deck.” And after 4:00 p.m. The port watch
would be “the watch on deck.” During those hours the wheel will
always be taken by a man belonging to the watch on deck. If any par-
ticular duty is ordered to be done by “the watch,” the work is done by
the wheel man’s watch. But though this division is kept up as to the
crew and the helmsman, it is not so as to the officers, for when all
hands are on deck, the chief mate is always the officer in command, to
whichever watch the hour may properly belong he accordingly looks
out for the ship, takes in and makes sail and trims the yards, when all
hands are on deck at work as much in the hours of one watch as in
those of the other and he generally calls upon the men of either watch
indifferently to pull and haul. But if only the starboard watch is on
deck, though the chief mate should be on deck also, he will not inter-
fere with the duties of that watch, but would leave the command of
the vessel, and the weather side of the quarterdeck, to the second
mate. Of course, whenever the master comes on deck, as I have said,
in whose ever watch it may be, or if all hands are up, he takes the
weather side of the quarter-deck, and is considered as having charge
of the ship, and the officer of the watch would then give no order with
reference to the helm, trimming the yards, making sail, or the like,
without a direction from the master.

It will be helpful to make some explanations as to the stations of
the chief and second mate. I have said that when all hands are called,
the chief mate’s place is the forecastle, and the second mate’s amid-
ships, or at the braces on the quarterdeck. This is only in working the
ship with all hands; that is, in tacking, wearing, reefing, coming to
anchor, getting under way, etc. Whenever the work is done, and the
necessity for the officer’s presence at these parts of the vessel ceases,
they return to their proper places on the quarterdeck. In the man-of-
war there is always a lieutenant of the watch on the weather side of
the quarter-deck, whatever work may be going forward, except in the
single case of all hands being called to work ship, but it is not so in
the merchant service. When the ordinary day’s work is going forward,
the mates must be about the decks or aloft, like the petty officers of a
man-of-war, and it is only while no work is going forward, as in bad
weather, on Sundays, or at night, that the officer of the watch keeps
the quarter-deck. At these times he does so, and, if the master is not
on deck, does not leave it, except for a short time, and for some nec-
essary duty forward.
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The law looks upon the chief mate as standing in a different rela-
tion to the master from that of the second mate or the men. He is con-
sidered a confidential person, to whom the owners, shippers, and
insurers look in some measure for special duties and qualifications.
The master, therefore, cannot remove him from office, except under
very peculiar circumstances, and then must be able to prove a justifi-
able cause. One of these duties, which the law throws upon him, is
keeping the logbook. This is a very important trust, as the logbook is
the depository of the evidence of everything that may occur during
the voyage, and the position of the ship, the sail she was under, the
wind, etc., at any one moment, may become matters of great conse-
quence to all concerned. So it is with reference to anything that may
occur between the master or officers and the crew. As to the manner of
keeping the log, it is the custom for each officer at the end of his
watch to enter upon the log-slate,52 which usually lies on the cabin
table, the courses, distances, wind, and weather during his watch, and
anything worthy of note that may have occurred. Once in twenty-four
hours the mate copies from this slate into the logbook; the master,
however, first sees the slate, examines it, and makes any corrections
or observations he may choose. This practice of copying from the
slate, which is first submitted to the master, has led, in too many
instances, to the mate’s becoming the mere clerk of the master, to
enter on the logbook whatever the latter may dictate. This is wrong. It
is very proper that the master should examine the slate, and suggest
alterations as the ship’s reckoning, etc., if necessary, but it is impor-
tant to all concerned—to the owners, shippers, and insurers on shore,
and to the crew of the vessel—that the independence of the mate, as
the journalist of the voyage, be preserved. The master, from the power
of his office, can at all times make the situation of a mate who has dis-
pleased him extremely disagreeable, and from this cause has great
indirect influence over him; the law and the custom should therefore
be strictly adhered to, which rightly makes the chief officer, in this

52. Log-slate: two boards shutting together like a book, and divided into several col-
umns, containing the hours of the day and night. In it were recorded the direction of
the winds, the ship’s course, latitude by observation, and all the material occurrences
that happen during the twenty-four hours, or from noon to noon. From this table the
officers worked the ship’s course and compiled their journals and the log-book, where
the contents of the log-slate were recorded daily. Written with chalk, the log-slate was
rubbed out every day at noon.
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respect, in a manner the umpire between the master and the crew, as
well as between all on board and the parties interested on shore.

The law also makes the chief mate the successor to the master, in
case the latter should die, or be unable to perform the duties of his
office, and this without any action on the part of the crew. It is always
important, therefore, that, to the practical seamanship and activity
necessary for the discharge of the proper duties of his office, the mate
should add a sufficient knowledge of navigation to be able to carry
the ship on her voyage in case anything should happen to the master.
Indeed, it has been doubted whether a vessel of the largest class, upon
a long voyage, would be seaworthy with no navigator on board but the
master.

Both the chief and second mates are always addressed by their sur-
names, with Mr. prefixed, and are answered with the addition of Sir.
This is a requirement of ship’s duty, and an intentional omission of it
is an offense against the rules and understanding of the service.

The duties of the second mate are to command the starboard watch
when the master is not on deck, and to lead the crew in their work. It
is not necessary that he should be a navigator, or even be able to keep
a journal, though he should know enough of navigation to keep the
courses and distances during his watch, and to report them correctly
on the slate. There are also many advantages in his being acquainted
with navigation and able to keep the log, as in case of the chief mate’s
meeting with any accident, or being removed from office. The second
mate, however, does not, by law, necessarily succeed to the office of
chief mate, as the chief mate does to that of master, but it lies with the
master for the time being to appoint whom he chooses to the office of
chief mate; yet, if the second mate is capable of performing the duties
of the office, he would ordinarily be appointed, as a matter of course.

When the starboard watch alone is on deck, and the master is
below, the second mate has charge of the ship. When both watches are
on the deck, the chief mate is officer of the deck, to whichever watch
the time may belong, according to the division of the hours. When the
master is on deck, he commands, in one watch as well as in the other.
But the second mate does not give up the charge of the vessel to the
chief mate, if he should happen to be on deck during the starboard
watch, unless all hands are up. While he has charge of the vessel in
his watch, his duties are the common ones of a watch officer; that is,
to have an eye to the helm, watch the weather, keep a general lookout
round the horizon, see to the trimming of the yards and making and
taking in of the light sails, give the master notice of anything impor-
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tant that occurs, heave the log and keep an account of the winds,
courses, rate of sailing, etc., and enter the same on the slate at the end
of the watch. In these things the chief mate has no right to interfere,
when it is not his watch on deck. But in all matters connected with the
day’s work and jobs, the second mate acts under the chief mate in his
own watch, as that department belongs peculiarly to the chief mate. In
working days, when the crew are employed about the ship and rig-
ging, it is usual for the chief mate to tell the second mate what to do in
his watch and sometimes he remains on deck a few minutes to see to
the commencement of the work. And while the day’s work is going
forward, during the time that the chief mate has a watch below, as the
second mate is expected to do jobs like a common seaman, it is the
custom for the master to be on deck a good deal in the starboard
watch and look after the vessel. While work is going forward, the sec-
ond mate is about decks and aloft, but at other times, as at night, or on
Sunday, or during bad weather, when the day’s work cannot be kept
up, his place is on the quarter-deck, though still, he leaves it whenever
anything is to be done forward or aloft which requires the presence of
a whole watch, as setting or taking in a lower or topmast studding-
sail, or any of the heavy sails.

When all hands are called to work ship, as in reefing, tacking,
wearing, getting under way, coming to anchor, etc., the second mate’s
place is aft, at the fore and main braces and main and mizzen rigging;
and generally, in all ship’s duty, the chief mate and port watch belong
forward, and the second mate and starboard watch aft. In tacking ship,
the second mate looks out for the lee fore and main braces, sees them
belayed to one pin and clear for letting go, lets go the main braces at
“Mainsail haul!” and the fore at “let go and haul!” He also steadies
the weather braces as the yards come up. He then sees to getting down
the main tack, hauling out the main and mizzen bowlines, hauling aft
the main sheet, and, in short, has charge of all the duty to be done
upon the quarterdeck and in the waist.

In getting under way, the second mate takes a handspike at the
windlass with the men, the place which custom has assigned him
being the windlass-end. If anything is to be done with the braces
while the men are heaving at the windlass, it is his duty to attend to it,
as the chief mate must be looking out for the ground tackle.

In reefing, the second mate goes aloft with the men, and takes his
place at the weather earing. This is his proper duty, and he will never
give it up, unless he is a youngster, and not strong enough or suffi-
ciently experienced to lead the men on the yard. As soon as the order
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is given to clew down for reefing, and the halyards are let go, if there
are hands enough to haul out the reef-tackles, he should go aloft, see
that the yard is well down by the lifts, and then lay out to the weather
yard-arm, and gets his earing rove by the time the men are upon the
yard. He then hauls it out and makes fast. If both topsails are reefed at
once, he goes to the main, but if one sail is reefed at a time, he goes
with the men from one to the other, taking the weather earing of each.
He also goes aloft to reef a course, and takes the weather earing of
that, in the same manner. He is not expected to go upon the mizzen
topsail yard, as the mizzen topsail is a small sail, and can be reefed by
a few men, or by the light hands.

In furling sails, the second mate goes aloft to the topsails and
courses, and takes the bunt, as that is the most important place in that
duty. He is not expected to go upon the mizzen topsail yard for any
service, and though in bad weather, and in case of necessity, he would
do so, it would be out of the usual course. He might also in heavy
weather assist in furling a large jib, or in taking the bonnet off, but he
never furls a top-gallant sail, royal, or flying jib. In short, the fore,
main topsail and the courses are the only sails that the second mate is
expected to handle, either in reefing or furling. And as I said before, if
the sails are reefed or furled by the watch, he leads the starboard
watch on the main and main topsail yards, and the best man in the
port watch leads them at the fore.

Although the proper place for the second mate on a yard is the bunt
in furling and the weather earing in reefing, and it is the custom to
give him a chance at them at first, he cannot retain them by virtue of
his office, and if he has not the necessary strength or skill for the sta-
tions, it is no breach of duty in a seaman to take them from him; on
the contrary, he must always expect, in such a case, to give them up to
a smarter man. If the Second mate is a youngster, as is sometimes the
case, being put forward early for the sake of promotion, or if he is not
active and ambitious, he will not attempt to take the bunt or weather
earing.

In the ordinary day’s work done on shipboard, the second mate
works with his hands like a common seaman. Indeed, he ought to be
the best workman on board, and to be able to take upon himself the
nicest and most difficult jobs, or to show the men how to do them.
Among the various pieces of work constantly going forward on the
vessel and rigging, there are some that require more skill and are less
disagreeable than others. The assignment of all the work belongs to
the chief mate, and if the second mate is a good seaman (by which
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sailors generally understand a good workman upon rigging), he will
have the best and most important of these allotted him, as, for
instance, fitting, turning in and setting up rigging, rattling down,53

and making the neater straps, coverings, graftings,54 pointing,55 etc.,
but if he is not a good workman, he will have to employ himself upon
the inferior jobs, such as are usually assigned to ordinary seamen and
boys. Whatever may be his capacity, he must, however, “carry on the
work,” when his watch alone is on deck, under directions previously
received from the chief mate.

It is a common saying among seamen that a man does not get his
hands out of the tar bucket by becoming second mate. The meaning of
this is that as a great deal of tar is used in working upon rigging, and it
is always put on by hand, the second mate is expected to put his hands
to it as the others do. If the chief mate were to take hold upon a piece
of work, and it should be necessary to put any tar on it, he might call
someone to tar it for him, as all labor by hand is voluntary with him,
but the second mate would be expected to do it for himself, as a part
of his work. These matters, small in themselves, serve to show the dif-
ferent light in which all sea-faring men regard the duties of the offic-
ers. There are, however, some inferior services, such as slushing down
masts, sweeping decks, etc., which the second mate takes no part in,
and if he were ordered to do so, it would be considered as punish-
ment, and might lead to a difficulty.

In working ship, making and taking in sail, etc., the second mate
pulls and hauls out decks with the rest of the men. Indeed, in all the
work he is expected to join in, he should be the first man to take hold,
both leading the men and working himself. In one thing, however, he
differs from the seamen; that is, he never takes the helm. Neither mas-
ter nor mates ever take the wheel, but it is left to the men who steer
the vessel under the direction of the master or officer of the deck. He
is also not expected to go aloft to reeve and unreeve rigging, or rig in
and out booms, when making or taking in sail, if there are men
enough, but, as I have said, under ordinary circumstances, only goes

53. To Rattle Down: the operation of tying the ratlines to the shrouds with a knot
called a clove hitch. A ratline may connect as many as six or eight shrouds. But it
should be noted that the outermost shrouds are connected with an eyesplice. The clove
hitch is only used for the inner shrouds.
54. Grafting: an ornamental weaving of fine yarns, etc., over the strop of a block; or
applied to the tapered ends of the ropes, and termed pointing.
55. Pointing: the operation of unlaying and tapering the end of a rope neat to the eye
preventing it from being fagged out, and makes it handy for reeving in a block, etc.
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aloft to reef or furl a topsail or course. In case, however, of any acci-
dent, as carrying away a mast or yard, or in any unusual work is going
on aloft, as the sending up or down of topmasts or the topsail yards, or
getting rigging over the mast-head, sending down or bending a heavy
sail in a gale of wind, or the like, then the second mate should be aloft
to take charge of the work there, and to be the organ of communica-
tion between the men aloft and the chief mate, who should remain on
deck, since he must superintend everything fore and aft, as well as
alow and aloft. Sending up or down royal and topgallant yards, being
light work and done by one or two hands, does not call the second
mate aloft, but if the topgallant masts are to be sent down, or a jib-
boom rigged in bad weather, or any other work going on aloft of
unusual importance or difficulty, the second mate should be there
with the men, leading them in the work and communicating with, and
receiving, the orders from the deck.

During his own watch, if the master is not on deck, the second
mate commands the ship, gives his orders, and sees to their execution,
precisely as the chief mate does in his, but, at the same time, he is
expected to lend a hand at every “all-hands rope.”

There is another important part of the duties of a second mate,
which is the care of the spare rigging, blocks, sails, and small stuffs,56

and the tools for working upon rigging, as marlinspikes, heavers,
serving-boards, etc. It is the duty of the chief mate, as superintendent
of the work, to see that these are on board, and to provide a constant
supply of such as are made at sea, but when provided, it is the second
mate’s duty to look after them, to see them properly stowed away, and
to have them at hand whenever they are called for. If, for instance, the
chief mate orders a man to do a piece of work with certain tools and
certain kinds of stuff, the man will go to the second mate for them,
and he must supply him. If there is no sailmaker on board, the second
mate must also attend to the stowing away of the spare sails, and
whenever one is called for, it is his duty to go below and find it. So
with blocks, spare rigging, strands of yarns, and any part of the ves-
sel’s furniture, which by accident or emergency, as well as the ordi-
nary course of duty, may be brought into play.

So it is also with the stores. It is his duty to see to the stowing away
of the water, bread, beef, pork, and all the provisions of the vessel,
and whenever a new cask or barrel or water or provisions is to be

56. Small stuff: the term for spun-yarn, marline and the smallest kinds of rope, even
for yarns.
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opened, the second mate must do it. Indeed, the crew should never be
sent into the hold or steerage, or to any part where there is cargo or
stores, without an officer. He also measures out the allowance to the
men, at the rate ordered by the master. These latter duties, of getting
out the stores and weighing or measuring the allowance, fall upon the
third mate, if there is one, which is seldom the case in merchant ves-
sels.

While in port, when cargo is taking in or discharging, the second
mate’s place is in the hold, the chief mate standing at the gangway to
keep account and to have a general supervision. If the vessel is lying
at anchor so that the cargo has to be brought on or off in boats, then
the boating duty falls upon the second mate, who goes and comes in
the boats, and looks after the landing and taking off of the goods.
The chief mate seldom leaves the vessel when in port. The master is
necessarily on shore a good deal, and the second mate must come
and go in the boats, so that the chief mate is considered as the ship-
keeper. So, if a warp or kedge is to be carried out, or a boat is low-
ered at sea, as in boarding another vessel, or when a man has fallen
overboard, in all such cases the second mate should take charge of
the boat.

When in port, the second mate stands no anchor watch, but is
expected to be on deck until eight o’clock, which is the hour at
which the watch is usually set. If, however, the ship is short-handed,
he would stand his watch, in which case it would probably be either
the first or the morning watch.

The second mate lives aft, sleeping in the cabin, if there are no
passengers, or else in a stateroom in the steerage. He also eats in the
cabin, but at a second table, taking charge of the vessel while the
master and chief mate are at their meals. In packet ships the two
mates generally eat together, by themselves, at an earlier hour than
the master and passengers.

The second mate was expected to enforce obedience and aboard
the Vigilant he was a brute with the power to make the sailors’ lives
miserable. Actually our second mate was a tall, squint-eyed,
brockey-faced,57 loose-jointed Norwegian, nearly as large as his
superior, the first mate, but not so well and strongly set up. But he
had an arm like Hercules, and his ability matched his impressive
appearance. His features were not in his favor; in addition to the
squinty eyes, just alluded to, he had a low, beetling forehead, sur-

57. Brockey-faced: applied to a person whose face was heavily pockmarked.
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mounted by a crop of bristling red hair, a broken nose, and his face
was so exceptionally brockey that it was as though he had had a
severe case of the smallpox at least twice.

The estimable gentleman was noted for his truculent, overbearing
disposition, his incessant flow of a creative mix of scatological pro-
fanity, the dexterity and accuracy with which he could hurl an iron
belaying pin, and his wonderful ability to kick hard with either
foot. All these useful and acutely professional accomplishments
endeared him to the heart of our Captain, so that he was considered
a personage on board, in spite of his repugnant features and
ungainly build.

Merchant vessels such as the Vigilant, bound on long voyages,
upon which there are many vicissitudes to be anticipated, sometimes
carry a third mate, but this is unusual, so much so that his duties
have hardly become settled by custom. He doesn’t command a
watch, but belongs to the port watch, and assists the chief mate in
his duties. He goes aloft with the port watch to reef and furl, as the
second mate does with the starboard, and performs very nearly the
same duties aloft and about decks. If he is a good seaman, he will
take the earing and bunt on the head yards, as the second mate does
on the after yard, and in the allotment of work he will be favored
with the most important jobs, if a good workman; otherwise, he will
be out upon the work of an ordinary seaman. He is not expected to
handle the light sails. He stands no helm, lives aft, and will look out
for the vessel at mealtimes, if the second mate dines with the master
and chief mate. While in port, he will be in the hold or in the boats,
as he may be needed, thus dividing the labor with the second mate.
Perhaps his place would more properly be in the boats, as that is
considered more in the light of fatigue duty. He also relieves the
second mate of the charge of the stores, and sees to the weighing
and measuring of the allowances, and in his watch on deck, he
relieves the chief mate of the inferior parts of his duty, such as
washing decks in the morning and looking after the boy in clearing
up the decks at night.

And that “boy,” in this instance, was me. Boy is the term for all
green hands, whatever may be their size or age, and also for boys,
who, though they have been at sea before, are not large and strong
enough for ordinary seamen. It is the common saying that a boy
does not ship to know anything. Accordingly, if any person ships as
a boy, and upon boy’s wages, no fault can be found with him, though
he should not know the name of a rope in the ship, or even the stem
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from the stern. In the navy of that time, the boys were divided into
three classes, according to their size and experience, and different
duties are put upon them. In the merchant service, all acceptable
and ordinary seamen are generally upon the same wages, though
boy’s wages may vary in different voyages. Sometimes they get
nothing, being considered as apprentices, and from that they rise to
three, five, and sometimes eight dollars per month. Whatever boy’s
wages may be, a person who ships for them for that voyage, whether
more or less, is rated as boy, and his duty is according to his pay
scale.

In the ordinary day’s work, the boy is taught to draw and knot
yarns, make spunyarn, foxes,58 sennit, etc., and is employed in pass-
ing a ball or otherwise assisting the able seamen in their jobs. Slush-
ing masts, sweeping and clearing up decks, holding the log-reel,
coiling up rigging, and loosing and furling the light sails are duties
that are in variably put upon the boys or green hands. They stand
their watches like the rest, are called with all hands, go aloft to reef
and furl, and work whenever and wherever the men do, the only dif-
ference being in the kind of work upon which they are put. In reef-
ing, the boys lay in toward the sling of the yard, and in furling, they
go out to the yardarms. They are sent aloft immediately, as soon as
they get to sea, to accustom them to the motion of a vessel, and to
moving about in the rigging and on the yards. Loosing and furling
the royals, setting topgallant studding sails and reeving the gear,
shaking out reefs, learning the names and uses of all the ropes, and
to make the common hitches,59 bends,60 and knots,61 reeving all the
studding sail gear, and rigging in and out booms, and the like, is the
knowledge first instilled into beginners. There is a good deal of dif-

58. Fox: twisted or braided ropeyarn for making grommets, strops, etc. Its origin is
obscure; it is possibly a nickname.
59. Hitch: a type of knot. The word, in this sense, comes from the Middle English
icche, to catch.
60. Bend: as a noun, the product of fastening one rope’s end to another. As a verb,
doing the above, or fastening a line to a sail, the anchor, etc.; also the term used for
rigging a sail. It is derived from the Old English word benden, of the same meanings.
61. Knot: a long story could be written on this term. (1) A general term for tying a
rope to an object, or, improperly, to another rope. It has several sources: Anglo-Saxon
knotta, Old Norse knuta, and Old English cnotta, all meaning knot. (2) a vessel’s rate
of speed, a nautical mile per hour. Briefly, this was attained by running-out astern a
line that was knotted at measured intervals, and timing the run with a timeglass. This
is a term that is recognizable in all of the modern Teutonic languages.
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ference in the manner in which boys are put forward in different
vessels. Sometimes, in large vessels, where there are plenty of men,
the boys never take the wheel at all, and are seldom put upon any
but the most simple and inferior duties. In others, they are allowed
to take the wheel in light winds, and gradually, if they are of suffi-
cient age and strength, become regular helmsmen. So, also, in their
duties aloft, if they are favored, they may be kept at the royals and
topgallant sails, and gradually come to the erring of a mizzen top-
sail. In work upon rigging, however, a green hand makes but little
progress beyond rope yarns and spun yarn, during his first voyage,
since there are men enough to do the jobs, and he can be employed
to more advantage in the inferior work, and in making and taking in
light sails, steering in light winds, etc., a competent knowledge of
which duty is sufficient to enable him to ship for an ordinary sea-
man upon the next voyage. It is generally while in the grade of ordi-
nary seaman that the use of the marlin spike62 is learned. Whatever
knowledge a boy may have acquired or whatever may be his age or
strength, so long as he is rated as a boy (and the rates are not
changed during a voyage unless a person changes his ship), he must
do the inferior duties of a boy. If decks are to be cleared up or swept,
rigging to be coiled up, a man is to be helped in his job, or any duty
to be done aloft or about decks which does not require the strength
or skill of a sea-man, a boy is always expected to start first and do it,
though not called upon by name.

§ § § § § §

The longshoremen announced they had finished loading and they
left the ship. When the loading or unloading was finished—that was
a great moment. It was when Moses (German sea term for the ship’s
boy), the youngest sailor,63 was hoisted up to the foreyardarm with
songs and cheers. While this went on, a crewman struck the ship’s
bell. When the bell was struck, Moses, while aloft, waved the
national flag, the crew mounted the forecastle, and the shanty-man64

62. Marline spike: a tapered and pointed metal tool, used in rope working, especially
for splicing. Earlier it was known as a marling spike.
63. Me: I was Moses, the ship’s boy.
64. Shanty-man: a sailor who led the others in singing. He was usually self-appoint-
ed. A sailor would not generally sign on as a shanty-man per se, but took on the role
in addition to their other tasks on the ship. Nevertheless, sailors reputed to be good
shanty-men were valuable and respected—it was a good professional skill to have,
along with strong arms and back.
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sang out resoundingly across the anchorage. “Three cheers for the
Ship!” “Hurrah!” “Hurrah!” “Hurrah!” roared the crew. This did not
remain without effect. From after deck the stentorian tones of the
“old man” were heard, pronouncing the magic formula
“Beshnschoot an!” (the German term for splice the main brace).65

With joyous laughter the crew raced aft. The “doctor” (ship’s cook)
was already in position with the familiar brown jug, and the well-
earned schnapps was served all round … 
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